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Abstract 

This thesis is an exploration of how the music and stories of our time (ie. folWrock 

music and film) could be narned as our Bible. For many, popular culture is a source of 

inspiration and can even speak authoritatively about life and meaning. This is a role the Bible 

has played for millenia. How is it possible that popular culture c m  do the same thing? 

Using a largely literary approach, this thesis zeroes in on what makes Scripture unique 

amongst the world's literature. A theory is explored that Scripture contains four major core 

elements or components. These elements. in tandem. are unique to Scripture; their presence 

makes a text to be Scripture. Then a search is undergone for those Scriptural elements within 

some representative samples of popular culture. 

The result confirms the experiences many have of the transcendent within popular 

culture: elements unique to Scripture appear to be present in the popular music and stories of 

our time. This may explain why and how popular culture can speak in meaningfbl and 

inspiring ways, in ways which imitate the way the Bible has spoken. 

What we have here is an attempt to develop a theological approach to culture. It is an 

exploration of an idea: what is it about the nature of Scnpture and popular culture that dlows 

them to be carriers of the sacred? 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Where do we meei God? Where do we encounter sacred mystery'? The answer of 

my Protestant Reformed tradition was "sofa scriptura," by Scripture alone c m  we know 

God. This entailed a fairly literal understanding of the Bible as God's inspired and infallible 

Word. "God makes himself known to us more openly by his holy and divine Word.'" says 

one of the creeds of the Protestant Reformation. My theological and spiritual journey has 

taken me a long way from the literalness of my tradition. But 1 still retain a love and passion 

for the Word of God as it cornes in textual fonn. Word-based revelation works for me. 

Scriptures are revelatory medium for me. 

Increasingly coming to the forefront is my expenencing of sacred mystery in 

contemporary, popular, and even non-religious texts. Popular folk-pop-rock music and the 

movies are cinematic and audio-visual 'texts' that motivate and inspire me. They play an 

almost daily role in providing rneaning and joy in my life. In them too 1 am daring to believe 

that 1 have encountered divine mystery. They are contemporary sacred texts for me. They are 

"spiritually literate c~ntemporaries."~ 

This thesis grows out of these two life experiences: my experiencing of sacred 

'The Belgic Confession is one of the doctrinai standards of the Christian Reformed Church. It was 
deveioped in 156 1. , Psalter Hymnal (CRC Publications, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1989), p. 8 18. 

'Frederic and Mary AM Brussai, Spirirual Lirerucy: Reading rhe Sacred in Everydq Lfe. (Scribner, 
New York, 19961, p. 17. 



mystery in popular culture and my life-long passion for the Word of God in textual form. It 

has me. first of ail, asking some fundamental questions about Scripture. What distinguishes 

Scnpture from other human textual endeavours? 1s divine indwelling the major marker for 

identiQing a text as Scrîpture? What are the marks of Scripture? What is it that makes 

Scripture. Scripture? Then, secondly, having noted that popuiar cuiturai texts seem to 'De 

sources of sacred meaning, it has me wondenng if there is a link here to Scripture. Could 

popular cultural texts be contemporary forms of the ' Word of God'? Could they be Scripture? 

What would it take for them to be narned as Scripture, as sacred authoritative texts? This 

leads to a third level of questioning. What is it about texts in general, biblical and cultural, 

that enable them to be carriers of sacredness? 1s there sornething about the fom, the 

medium, of textuality that is especially suited to being a carrier of Spirit? 

The end result of these questions is this thesis. Following a cross-disciplinary study, 1 

came to the conclusion that it is possible for popular culture to be Scripture. As my title 

indicates, the Word of God can be made vimid; that is, the divine Spirit can be camed via 

electronic impulses and heard on stereo and concert speakers and seen on the silver screen. 

The mohies and music of today can be Scnpture. This thesis will demonstrate how 1 could 

make such a claim. 

Some basic assumptions and definitions 

At the heart of these questions and of my experiences is the matter of the divine being 

revealed in our world, and specifically? in our case, of revelation occuning in texts. The 



world renowned scholar of religion, Mircea Eliade. says this is a uniquely religious 

assurnption: "that there is an absolute reality. the sacred. which transcends this worid but 

rnanifests itself in this world, thereby sanctifjing it."' Let us clariQ this underlying 

assumption before we go further. 

First of all, 1 assume, with Eliade. that there is an absolute reaiity, which i stiii, at 

tirnes cal1 God, but more often use inclusive (and generic) terms such as transcendent, divine, 

holy, infinite, the sacred, mystery, the ultimate, spirit and etemal. 1 will use these metaphors 

interchangeably throughout this thesis.' 1 will also occasionally use broader mythic terms 

like "the gods." to indicate a more universal and historical approach to that which is Beyond. 

As 1 hope to show later, such an opened-up perspective on God is also essential for being able 

to expenence God in popular culture. 

Second. 1 assume that that which transcends our world can and does become present - 

manifest, immanent - in our material existence. This is the act of revelation; it is what God 

does in entering our human plane cf existence. My focus when using the term revelation is 

on the possibility of the divine Word becoming text; my focus is not on whether or not 

humans perceive that revelation. Revelation is a divine activity, not a human one. As 1 will 

define M e r  in an entire chapter dedicated to revelation, the divine presence in texts is not 

as obvious, direct or clear a process as has traditionally been understood. 

Third, when a thing, person or place becornes a site for divine indwelling, 1 will use 

3Mircea Eliade, The Socred and The Profane: The Nature of Religion (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers, NewYork, 1959), p. 202. 

'In my move away from traditional theistic language for God, 1 resonate with contemporary 
theologians like John Spong and Marcus Borg who in tuni have echoed philosopher-theologian Paul Tillich. 
Feminist theologians too have been part of my move toward more inclusive language for that which is our 
Ground and Source of being. 



the terms sacred or religious to describe that person. place or thing. For example, Stonehenge 

is a sacred place; the Bible is a religious text. 

Finally, some clarification about the use of the term Scripture. My basic definition of 

Scripture is that it is a sacred authoritative text. It is sacred because the divine spirit has 

entered there. II is authoritative because people tum to it for meaning and direction; ir speaks 

with authonty to their lives. Note that this understanding of authoritative has little to do with 

religious authorities or tradition sanctioning this text. At base it is a text: it has literary 

qualities such as story, poetry, dialogue, and imagery. This is Scnpnire. The term Word of 

God is interchangeable with Scripture provided we understand that this does not imply a 

direct or literal view of God dictating the words to hurnan xribes. 

Some pro blems 

This thesis needs to ded with two major problems. One being the long-standing and 

deep dichotomy between (to use Mircea Eliade's terminology) the sacred and the profane. 

Popular culture has typically been considered to be part of the latter; a huge chasm lies 

between popular culture and the sacred realm of the Spirit. The second problem is that the 

status of Scripture is accorded oniy to the formal sacred authotitative texts of the world's 

religions. Other inspirational literature may be called sacred, but the title of Scriptwe is 

given to only a few 'originds.' The move to give contemporq revelatory texts that status is 

a radical step. We will now expand on these points before moving on to the task of this 

thesis. 



Naming popular texts as sacred. revelatory and even as Scripture is viewed with 

suspicion from both religious and non-religious quarters. .4 strong dichotomy has been built 

up between what is 'sacred' and what is its opposite, 'profane.' Religious traditions, as well 

as the non-religious world, have succeeded in making clear distinctions between the holy and 

the unholy, the clean and the unclean, iight and darimess. Two wirers on the worid religions 

sum it up this way: 

Modem Western consciousness has removed many portions of reality from the 
divine influence. Thus the processes of nature, and many of the processes of 
the human mind and social consensus, now tend to be viewed as irnplying 
nothing sacred - nothing showing the direct imprint of the transcendent, other. 
holy reality traditionally called God.' 

As a result of this strengthening split between what is of God and what is not, popular 

culture is amongst those areas seldom considered to be a possible medium of divine 

indwelling. In a book examining the "virtual faith" of many today, Tom Beaudoin says the 

question is easily asked: T a n  pop culture, kom rock songs to Barbie dolls, reved the 

mystery of God?'" From both religious and non-religious circles it is taken for granted that 

such a possibility is remote. Both sides want God to be contained to the religious or sacred 

sphere: church, priests and ministers, the Bible. The rest of life is secular, having nothhg to 

do with God. Popular culture is part of this God-less world, and so camot possibly be a 

revealer of sacred things. It may be granted that popular music and films can be emotionally 

moving and express some deep hurnan needs and desires. But to go the next step and speak 

'Denise L. C m o d y  & John T. Cmody,  Wiys IO the Center: An introduction to world religions, 4" 
edirion (Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, Caiifornia, 1993), p. 67. 

Tom Beaudoin, Virtual Failh: The ltreverent Spirirual @est of Generation X (Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, San Francisco, 1998), p. 3 1. 



of them as being revelatory agents, as mediurns whereby God speaks a Word, that is highly 

improbable and, according to some, verges on sacrilege. 

Mircea Eliade has called this the "desacralization of the cosmos."' It is a process he 

says, which denies the integrated nature of what has been separated into 'the sacred and the 

profane.' "The cosmos is a divine creation?" Eliade confesses. "coming irom the hancis of the 

gods, the world is impregnated with sacredness."' Eliade's confession is finding its echo in 

the experience of many people who flock to movie theatres and music concerts for more than 

just a quick fix of entertainment. Deep levels of meaning and sacredness are being found 

there. 

Tom Beaudoin is arnongst those who are naming these experiences as religious, 

reveiatory encounters. As an exarnple, he relates an expenence of his own in a theatre where 

a popular musical ( R e n o  was being played out on the stage: 

During some songs, people raised their hands in the air as if at an evangelicai 
revival. They seemed to acknowledge that the drama-the liturgy-was about us 
and yet beyond us, giving meaning to our lives, and life to our fiagmented 
existence ... 1 found myself deeply within the liturgy on stage ... Like those 
around me, 1 heard a religious message in this drama.'* 

Beaudoin's expenence is a reality for many today. They receive spiritual nourishment and 

meaning from popular culture. 

Canadian novelist Robertson Davies makes the point that "it is not necessary for a 

'Eliade, p. 5 1 .  

'Eliade, p. 1 16. 

Tom Beaudoh describes this musical as a "quintessential GenX musical". and that the theatre was 
packed with people in their twenties and thirties, some of whom had seen the musical a dozen times. He adrnits 
that he hirnself saw it four times. 

'"Beaudoin, p. xiii. 



play (for example) to have obvious literary worth in order to reach far into the spirit of 

humans."" At the Lillith Fair concert at Commonwealth Stadium in Edmonton in August 

1999 (in chilly 10 degree pouring rain), I witnessed many people singing passionately dong 

with performers like Sarah McLachlan, Sheryl Crowe and the indigo Girls. The music called 

out a deeply felt and expressed response in people that went way beyond mere 

"entertainment." Their spirits had obviously been touched. 

Even non-reiigious observes of popular culture. such as Rolling Sione magazine, 

frequently point out the religious significance found in music and film. For example, in a 

review of Martin Scorsese's film Bringing Out the Dead, the conclusion is that this film is "a 

meditation on the power and fragility of faith."" In an editorial, the Song, People Get Ready, 

by sou1 singer Curtis Mayfield is describeci as "a perfect spiritual ... widi a lyric so wise and 

welcoming ... it might make a churchgoer out of you."13 These are observations about a Song 

and a film that are not intentionally religious and definitely not Christian in content. But, they 

have somehow touched a religious chord in people. 

H o w  is it that popular cultural texts can be experienced as religiously meaningful? 

The evidence seems to be out there that at least some expressions of popular culture are 

sacred and revelatory. This reality prompts questions focussed on the popular cultural texts 

themselves. What is it about popular culture that allows it to carry religious meaning? How 

can Tom Beaudoin and many others today receive a religious blessing by takuig in popular 

"Robertson Davies, The Merv Heart: Selections 1980-1995 (A Douglas Gibson Book, McCleIland & 
Stewart Inc., Toronto, 1996), p. 16. 

"Rolling Slone, November 1 1,  1999, p. 146. 

"Rolling Stone, February 3,2000, p. 1 1 .  



culture? What is it about popular culture that allows it to be revelatory? Tom Beaudoin asks 

the question this way: What is the relationship between "popular culture - the lifeblood of a 

generation - and religion - the lifeblood of the human spirit?"" 

Even if it is conceded that some texts of popular culture are sacred and revelatory, that 

still leaves us with the pro blem of giving them the sranis of Scnpture. Tne Scriptures OC Lnr 

world's religions are in a separate and holy class of their own. Such a distinction has gone 

relatively unchallenged since their formation in the distant past. The underlying assurnption 

seems to be that what we have in the Bible (or the Vedas or the Qur'an) is a unique and once- 

and-for-dl revelation that cannot and is not available ever again. This assumption is being 

challenged in recent tirnes. Within Christianity. feminist theologians are amongst the 

strongest challengers of this view. "The Spirit is nor confined to past institutions and their 

texts." says Rosemary Radford Ruether. 

Neither revelation nor the telling of stories is closed. Every new upsurge of 
the liberating spirit must challenge the efforts of fossilized religious authority 
to 'close the canon,' to declare that God has spoken once and for al1 in a past 
time and 'his' words are enshrined in a final and definite form in a past 
collection of texts." 

What Radford Ruether and others are emphasizing here, in contrast to the traditional 

view, is that Scripture-making is an ongoing process; that the divine is active throughout the 

pnerations and is equally revelatory in the present and in the p s t .  This calls into serious 

question, Scnpture being limited to those sacred texts of the past. At the sarne time it 

strongly &nns our present day experiencing of God. Scripture is now an opened up process 

''Beaudoin, p. xiv. 

'SRosernary Radford Ruether, Womanguides: Readings rawmd a Feminist Theology (Beacon Press, 
Boston, 1985, 1996), p. 247,248. 



with a constant cal1 for renewal and change. 

This opened-up approach is necessary if we are going to even consider the possibility 

of popular texts being Scnpture. The traditional closed canon simply does not allow for any 

new texts, regardless of their sacred or revelatory nature, to be admitted to the canon. 

But does opening up the canon not iead to a flood of potentiai Scripturai candidates? 

Would there be any limits to what is Scriptural? The category of Scripture could be rendered 

meaningless. could it not, by a wide-open approach? If the sacred authoritative canons of the 

past are no longer definitive, what is definitive? Are there any guidelines at al1 for 

determining what is Scnpture? How do we decide what is Scripture and what is not? 

We have two problems that need to be solved. 1) If we open up the canon, how do we 

decide what is Scripture? 2) Assuming an opened up canon, how can popular c d ~ e  be 

given the stanis of Scripnire? 

A theory of what makes Scripture, Scripture 

The rnovement toward naming popular cultural texts as Scripture could be quite 

simple; simply write off the Bible (as many in the West have done over the last 200 years) 

and boldly identi@ and name those texts which will form our own Scripture. In a book titled 

Create Your Persona1 Sacred Text, Bobbi Parish promotes a process of developing "a text 

that reflects our unique relationship with Spirit, rather than to try to make one aiready in 



existence fit o u .  experience."" Parish shows how people c m  compile a uniquely personal 

collection of texts made up of the k t i n g s  of othen and of their own composition. 

Selections fiom popular culture are amongst the array of sources P d s h  recommends we tum 

to, to form our own Scripture. Such an approach stays at the subjective, and largely 

inciiviciuai, ievei. i i a  panicuiar text is rneaninghi anci reveiatory for us ir is in a canon oîour 

own making; if a text is not meaningfbl or revelatory for us, it is out. 

1 want to propose a more objective approach for deterrnining whether a text is 

Scripture or not. This involves an academic process of more precisely identi@ing what 

Scripture is at a basic, structural level. Do sacred authoritative texts carry elements that are 

unique to themselves? Are elements present in Scnpture that are not found in other human 

texts? 1s Scnpture quaiitatively different than other word-based mediums? If this can be 

determined, then we could have a more objective approach to deciding whether a text is 

Scripture or not. 

The theory to be explored here is that Scripture is made up of the following four base 

elements: metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation. These are the base elements or 

qualities of Scripture; elements which, in combination, are unique to Scripture. To put this in 

scientific terms (ie. like describing water as being made up of two parts hydrogen and one 

part oxygen, or H20): Scripture is made up of one part metaphor, one part myth, one part 

rnidrash and one part revelation (MMMR)." It is the coming together of these elements that 

I6Bobbi L. Parish, Create Your Personal Sacred Tm: Devetop and celebrate your spiritual life 
(Broadway Books, Randorn House, New York, 1999), p. 1. 

"These four base elements don't preclude the presence of other basic material. For example, we h o w  
water is more than just H20; it can also contain other basic matter like minerais, glacial particles or flouride. 
But if we want to speak of what water is at base we reduce it to the eIements of hydrogen and oxygen. Naming 
four base elements of Scripture is the same kind of reductionism, meant to highlight some major fiindamental 
cornponents, without going into detail on everything that goes into its composition. 



makes Scripture, Scripture. The purpose of this thesis is to explore this idea to see where it 

will lead. Will the presence of these four elements make a text to be Scripture and as such to 

be unique and set apart from other human texts? 

We will now unpack this theory. First of dl we will briefly define each of the 

elements. Then wt v d l  look at where the ticoïy caiiic 5üm. Xnd third, we wili jliow iiow 

this new tool for identifying Scripture c m  be applied. 

Here are some brief definitions of the four elements. An entire chapter is dedicated to 

each of the elements where they will be M e r  defined and explained. 

Metaphor: is a symbolic and imaginative language that is often imprecise and allows 

for depths of meaning beyond the words thernselves. 

Myth: is stories of gods, ancestors and the human quest for meaning; as such they are 

tnie not literally but broadly and deeply. 

Micirash: is the process whereby huma.  individu& and cornmunities respond to and 

retell their sacred traditions, making them relevant for the present. 

Revelation: is not divine information, rather it is the divine dwelling in a text in a way 

which transforms the text, but does not overwhelm or negate the text. 

The identifjmg of these four elements as basic to Scnpture grew out of a close 

examination of the Bible itself asking what it is made up of and how it came to be. An in- 

depth study was made of the critical biblical scholarship of the past 200 years. That 

scholarship showed us the considerable extent to which human storytellers, writers, editors 

and cornmunities inftuenced the Bible's contents. One of those scholars concludes that the 



Bible is a "human literary product of an ancient sociopolitical and religious cornm~nity."~~ 

Such a perspective on the Bible opened the way to explore its textual or literary components 

more closely. Combined with perspectives borrowed from cultural, feminist, sociological 

and philosophical studies, this theory of Scnpture was gradually developed. But the Bible 

irseiiwas the modei for iiüs t h r o r y . ' ~ i g y i n y  inio Lhe Bible's own wrds and stniî~ure ied ta 

the hypothesis that it carries the four elements named here. A look at the Bible's religious 

cousins, the Hebrew Torah, the Hindu Vedas, the Islam pur 'an, and the Buddhist 

Dhammapada. would likely net a similar re~ul t . '~  

The theory being explored here - that Scripture carries these four base elements - 

gives us a working tool with which to examine a text, sacred or secular. What we have is a 

Scriptural measuring stick of sorts, a key or a template with which to examine whether a text 

can match up to the Scriptural qualifications. Those texts which carry the requisite four 

Scnpt~ral  elements can then be classified as Scnpture. They will fit into the category, the 

grouping of texts, called Scripture. Like genres of texts (ie. science fiction or fairy tales) this 

one too has certain identifiable, unique characteristics and elements which set it apart fiom 

other genres. 

What this also sets up is a canonization process of sorts, a process whereby some texts 

are deemed to be 'in' and others are 'out.' Our task is not unlike that taken on by the literary 

 orman man KGottwald, The Hebrew Bible: A Socio-Literary Introduction (Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 
1985), p. 16. 

'"'That biblical literature,"says literary biblical scholar Wesley A. Kort, "provides a suggestive mode1 
of what scripture ought to be like." Story, T a t  and Scripture: Literary Interem in Biblicaf Narrative (The 
Pennsyivania Skte University Press, University Park & London, I988), p. 13 1. 

It is beyond the purviews of this thesis, but it would be interesthg to take this four-layered theory and 
apply it to the world's long-standing Scriptural canons. 



scholar Harold Bloorn who. in his book The Western Canon, " has drawn up his own list of 

the definitive? or canonical. literature of the West ui this thesis we have designed some new 

criteria for what makes up Scripture. Using those classifications - metaphor, myth, midrash 

and revelation - we can then seek to identiQ those texts which would be 'in' the Scriptural 

canon. 

A word of caution here about how this Scriptural template can be applied to both 

individual texts and collections of texts. While each of the elernents are to be sought in 

whatever text is scrutinized, it is not realistic to expect that al1 four elements are present in 

every individual unit of a text. For example, there are chapters, books and even sections of 

the Bible which do not contain al1 four elements. This does not rnean that those individual 

pieces are no longer to be part of Scripture. The individual units of a text need to be kept in 

context. Provided that there is evidence of each of the elements in a collection of texts, they 

together can be classified as Scripture. 

This tool, with the four prongs of metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation is easily 

transferable to the analysis of d l  texts, even those 'texts' which are not written literature. 

Popular music and film are still literary in that they use words and language; they are audio- 

visual and cinernatic texts. As such, they can be candidates for the tcxtual-Scriptural tool and 

theory developed here. The availability of a working theological tool which defines what 

Scripture looks like is an immense aid in this process. Having a genre identified and 

classified makes it possible to go to any text to see if it fits. The task is relatively simple: 

"Harold Bloom, The Western Canon: the books and school of the aga (Harcourt Brace: New York, 
1994) 



apply our Scriptural template to sarnples From popular culture. 1s there evidence there of 

metaphor. myth, midrash and revelation? If so, they camy ScI-iptural material . More details 

on how this theory will be applied to popular culture follows next as we look at the 

methodology to be used here. 

Method of developing and applying theory 

The development of the theory itself and its application uses primxily a textual- 

literary method of analysis. This is where the texts themselves are the focus. We ask of the 

texts themselves what it is that they contain. Norman Gottwald, a biblical scholar who uses a 

combination of literary and sociological methods, describes how literary critique works. 

"The text as it stands constitutes the proper object of study in that it offers a total, self- 

contained, literary rneaning that need not depend upon analysis of sources, historical 

commentary, or normative reiigious interpretations."" This means that our interest is not in 

the broader socio-political context that the text was created in, neither are we interested in the 

author's intentions, nor in the readers' responses to the text. nor in what other interpreters Say 

the text may rnean. Our interest is purely in what the text itself says, what the text itself will 

show us. 

In our case, we want to know whether the texts we analyse will show evidence of the 

four Scriptural elements. Three of o u .  four elements will be relatively easy to identify using 

this method: metaphor, myth and midrash are the kinds of elements that have textual 

"Gottwald, p. 22. 



substance. a content that is identifiable. The fourth element, revelation, will pose a stronp 

challenge. for it is not something definitive and visible. But we will abide by our method- 

and resist the impulse to look outside the texts for the evidence we seek. Revelation. like the 

others, must be evident, somehow, within the texts themselves. 

Popular culture's texts 

Now to the matter of which texts we will scrutinize for evidence of Scriptural 

material. and how we will go about choosing those test-cases. First of al1 a comment about 

the use of the term 'text' for popular film and music. medium not ordinady viewed as texts. 

This is in fact how many cultural scholars approach the phenornenon they study, as iexis that 

c m  be exegetically examined. This exegesis is applied not just to the words, the dialogue and 

the lyrics, but to the entire musical or fiimic expression. The music itself and the imagery on 

the screen are as much a part of the 'text' as the lyrics and dialogue. Margaret Miles, who 

herself uses a broader cultural studies approach to film, speaks of popular film as 

"contemporary cultural texts which engage the pressing concems of this historical 

m~rnen t . "~  Seeing that this thesis is heavily reliant on literary-textual methods, it is fitting 

that we too see cinematic and audio-visual expressions of popular culture as texts. 

The popular cultural texts being considered are amongst those films and songs which, 

although popular in the sense that they are successful, still offer complexity and depth in 

"Margaret R Miles, Seeing und Believing: Religion and Values in the Movies (Beacon Press, Boston, 
1996) p. x. 



language, thought and creativity. Some criteria needs to be established in order to narrow 

d o m  the potential cinematic and musical texts to be used as comparative texts. 

The first criteria is a personal one. It flows out of my quest for "spiritually literate 

~ontem~oraries."'~ This comes out of my own love of popular music and film, and the desire 

to lionou muid m a k  sense of our present ilay tsperiences. I waiit to look more deepl.j- at 

those contemporary voices which inspire me and have impact on my life. Those which 

qualifj for this criteria are folldpoplrock music and feature film. 

A second criteria has to do with rny own cultural context. The greater cultural milieu 1 

am in has shaped me and determined rny world view. It has also influenced rny tastes and 

ba t  to which 1 have been exposed. Here is a synopsis of my cultural context: male, Canadian, 

white, child of Dutch immigrants, conservative Christian up-bringing, middle class, 

university educated, born in 1957, exposed to the music and movies From the late 1960s and 

onward. It seems fitting that my choices of popular texts should come out of a similar 

cultural milieu. Paying attention to my cultural milieu comes despite the fact that my analysis 

is textually oriented and thus is not conditioned by where or when or by whom it was created. 

Nevertheless, 1 think it is important to honour my cultural milieu, so my choices are narrowed 

to film and music that come out of that milieu. 

A third cnterîa has to do with my interest in those voices which do not cary an 

outright comection to ecclesiastical and religious institutions and traditions. In other words, 

I am not interested in obvious religious texts, ie Christian contemporary music. My interest is 

in those texts which are, as Paul Tillich calls them, "autonomous cultural fonns" which 



nevertheless somehow carry religious messages.'' So non-religious, 'secular,' films and 

music M e r  determine my choices. 

A fourth criteria comes out of the textual analysis itself. What 1 am looking for is 

story tellers, poets, and word-smiths; utilizers of metaphor, myth and midrash and artists 

v *  - porenriaiiy open to reveiation. w niie this mies our many simpiistic 'pop' fiims and songs, it 

still leaves a large pool of creative. articulate texts from which to choose. From the music 

world there are the likes of Bruce Cockbum. Joni Mitchell, Bu@ St.Marie, Spirit of the 

West, and Susan Aglukark. From film, there are the likes of directors Denis Arcand, Anne 

Wheeler and Patricia Rozema or even many of the films produced by the National Film 

Roard of Canada. 

Afier some consideration, the search was nanowed to one film-maker and one singer- 

songwriter: Norman Jewison and Sarah McLachlan. Their films and music are excellent 

representative samples of popular culture at large. If their work c m  be shown to carry the 

Scriptural elements, that will be a good indicator of what is possible in al1 of popular culture. 

Here arc svne brief biographical sketches to introduce hem, before we dissect their work. 

Norman JewisonZ6 is a Canadian with, as he describes himself, Scandinavian and 

Methodist roots. He was educated at the University of Toronto and worked in television in 

the 1950s before tuming to film-directing in the 1960s. He has directed andor produced 25 

feature films that have won 12 Academy Awards and 45 nominations, including a best picture 

award for 1967's In the Heat of the Night. Some of his other films include: FiMer on the 

3Paul Tillich, What LF Religion? (Harper & Row: San Francisco, 1969), p. S9ff. 

'6Biographical information was drawn tkom a Movie Web Page ~ttp://www.alhovie.com) and my own 
gleanings fkom newspaper reports. See Appendix B for a listing of his films. 



Rooj: Jesus Christ Superstar, Agnes of God, and iMoonstruck. His latest film, The Hurricane, 

was released at the end of 1999 when he was 72 years old. in 1988 he founded the Canadian 

Film Centre, a national, advanced training institution for emerging Canadian filmmakers. He 

was invested as a Cornpanion of the Order of Canada in 199 1 : in 1992 he was given a 

iifetime acnievemenr awad ac crie firsi Govemor Generai's Performing Arts Awards. in i999 

he was honoured by his peers at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences by being 

presented with an award for film-makers whose body of work reflect a consistently high 

quality of movie-making. 

Sarah M~Lachlan'~ was bom on Canada's east coast and has lived on the West coast 

for the past decade ever since her music career took off. By the end of 1999, at the age of 32. 

she said she was going to take a little time off to start a family. She has seven Ml-length 

recordings (on compact disc and cassette) to her credit, beginning in 1989 with Touch and 

ending in 1999 with a live recording of some of her best matenal called Mirrorball. Many of 

her songs are of her own creation. In addition to her own multi-million sales, she has d s o  

achieved a name for herself by organizing and headlining an dl-woman's travelling music 

festival called Lilith Fair. It ran for three surnmer's in a row, stopping in over 30 cities 

throughout North Amenca every summer, ending the summer of 1999 at Edmonton's 

Commonwealth Stadium. Joining her on those tours were established performen like Sheryl 

Crowe, Sinnead O'Connor, the Dixie Chicks, and the Indigo Girls as well as local unknown 

artists who got some big exposure with Lilith Fair. McLachlan has received Grarnmy and 

27~iographical information was drawn fiom her own Web Page @~~/~~~.sarahmclachlan.com~ and 
my own gleanings from newspaper reports and promotional brochures. See Appendix A for a listing of her 
recordings. 



Juno Awards for her work. She has also received the unique Elizabeth Ca@ Stanton 

Visionary Award" in New York City for advancing the careers of women in music. 

Both Sarah McLachlan and Norman Jewison have achieved hugely popular success in 

their lifetimes; one over 10 years, the other over 40 years. At the sarne time, they have 

ret-ined a cenAn degree of independence fkom ~ h e  mass prcdgced eccnornic n?achinery of 

popular culture. Their songs and movies have the unique stamps of their creators. 1 think 

they will both prove to be credible and challenging tests of this thesis. 

Summary of thesis tasks and purpose 

This thesis has two major tasks. The first task is to describe and explore the theory 

that Scnpture is made up of four base elements: metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation. 

This will occupy Chapters 3-6. The second task is to apply that theory to popular cultural 

texts to see whether and in what ways they cany the Scriptural elements. In the process of 

applying this theory we may uncover how and why it is that popular culture can be sacred and 

revelatory for many people today. This will be undertaken in a major way in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 2 will set the groundwork by detailing the academic sources upon which this thesis is 

based. A concluding chapter will include the ramifications of this study as well as point to 

areas for fbrther research and inquiry. 

"This is significant in t e m  of this thesis' quest for contemporary voices being given the statu o f  
Scriptm. Elizabeth Cady Stanton was a feminist, who at the end of the 1 g6 cenniry, published The Woman 's 
Bible, a radical cornmentary for its tirne which focussed on the parts of the Bible which referred to women. See 
Ruth Page, "Elizabeth Cady Stanton's The Woman 's Bible,"published in Feminist Theoiogy: A Readet-, edited 
by AM Loades (SPCK, London; WesûninsterfJohn Knox Press, Louisville, 1990, 1991). 



Despite the radical, and possibly irreverent? suggestion that popular culture could be 

Scripture, this thesis still seeks to honour the role Scriptures play in Our lives. Their f i c t i o n  

as authoritative texts puts h e m  into a different class from other texts. The editors of The 

Women 's Bible Commentary cite the Christian Bible as an example of the powefi l  role 

Scriptures piay. 

The Bible is a book that has shaped and continues to shape hurnan Iives, 
comrnunities, and cultures in the West ... The Bible has become part of the air 
we breathe without our even being aware of its presence or power. In addition 
to that comrnon cultural or even 'atmospheric' role, in both Christianity and 
Judaism the Bible as 'scripture' or 'canon' bears a variety of kinds of religious 
authority: guide for conduct, rule of faith, inerrant source of tmth, or 
revelation of  GO^.'^ 

A writer of the Christian Scriptures does a wondefil job of describing what 

Scriptures do for us. "Al1 scripture," says the f i t e r  of II Timothy 3: 16, "is inspired by God 

and is usefd for teaching, for reproof. for correction, and for training in righteousness.'"1° 

And while this writer undoubtedly had in mind only the "true"scriptures as he understood 

them (and which, ironically, did not include his own writing) this quote could be the guiding 

principle for this whole class of Scriptures which this thesis seeks to define and give 

parameters. 

?hrol A. Newsorn and Sharon H. Ringe, "When Women Interpret the Bible," The Women's Bible 
Cornmentary (SPCK, London; Westminster/John Knox Press, Kentucky, I992), p. 2&3. 

"LI Timothy 3 : I6 



CHAPTER II 

Source Review 

This chapter is about the scholarly inthences, the schools oithoughr, which iniormed 

the theology at work here and which contributed to the development of a theory of what 

makes up Scripture. The field of biblical studies was a starting point. But study of the Bible 

was only one discipline among several that led to this thesis. Literary scholars and feminist 

theologians, sociologists of religion and theo-philosophers, and experts on comparative 

religions and mythologies al1 contributed to this thesis. What follows is a summary of those 

sources which fed the underlying assumptions of this thesis and which contributed directly to 

the development of the fourfold definition of Scripture. 

Literary criticism 

As was indicated earlier, this thesis is pnmarily a textually driven inquiry. The major 

interest is in the text, the words, the language. The text is being asked what it is saying in and 

of itself. What kinds of words, what kind of language, what kind of story does the text cany? 

"What is the distinct structure and style of this writing, or segment of writing, and what 

meaning does it project from within its own confines as a work of art or as a system of 



linguistic meanings?"" 

Applying a textual method to the Bible came to prominence only in the 1970s, 

although it has its roots in the biblical criticism of the 1s t  two centuries. It is only in these 

last 200 years that the Bible has been subjected to the same kinds of critiques as any other 

was possible and necessary to dig beneath the surface of the biblical text to find the original 

historical contexts. This was followed by critiques that searched for the oral and written 

sources of the Bible's stories (source criticism, form criticism, tradition cnticism and 

redaction criticism). During the 1900s. methods leamed From the disciplines of sociology 

and cross-cultural anthropology enabled scholars to explore the broader contexts of the 

Bible's writen and communities. Al1 this led the way for literary criticism to corne into 

vogue, using its more presise analysis of the text it~elf. '~ 

"The content of the Bible," says Canadian literary critic Northrop Frye, "is 

traditionally described as 're~elation."'~' From the point of view of literary criticism, the 

content of the Bible is not revelation, but is language and text. "If the Bible reveals 

something about religion and about God," says Wesley Kort, "it does so in and through 

narrativity and text~ality.' '~~ The focus for literary cnticism is the text's component parts and 

' 'Norman K.Gottwald, The Hebrew Bible: A Socio-Literary Introduction (Fortress Press, Phi ladelphia, 
1985), p. 23. 

"This brief sketch of the schools of biblical criticism was devetoped using Norrnan Gottwald's 
textbook on the Hebrew Scriptures (The Hebrew Bible: A Socio-Literuty introduction) and Demis C .  Duling 
and Norman Pemn's textbook on the Christian Scriptures (The New Testament: Proclumation and Parenesir, 
Myth and History, Harcourt Brace College Publishen: Fort Worth, Texas, 1994). 

''Northrop Frye, The Great Code: The Bible and lirerature, (Academic Press Canada, Toronto, 1982) 
p. 106. 

34Wesley A. Kori, Story, T a ,  and Scripture: titerary Interests in Biblicai Narrative (The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, University Park & London, 1988), p. 3. 



not its theological-confessional meanings nor its broader historical-cultural-sociological 

context which informs and determines the text. 

'The beginning of the response to the Bible," says Northrop Frye, "must be a literary 

re~ponse ."~~ Why? Because, says Frye, "the Bible is far too deeply rooted in al1 the 

resiiurces of iai~guage."'~ "Liieraiürc is a riûrld dl ds o*~n,"saj.s Nomm C-ctt..~dd, "Viblitd 

literature i n~ luded . "~~  Christian Scripture scholars Demis Duling and Norman Perrin 

surnrnarize this method by saying that it "concentrates on the text's own z'maginary wodd, a 

world that understands life in subtle, indirect, metaphoncal, and sometimes ironic ways."" 

By 'imaginary world' and 'self-contained literary meaning,' literary scholars are 

refemng to the way writers, even if they are writing about a historical event, often recreate 

that event in ways more cohesive and creative than the event itself actually was. The event 

becomes a text, and in that process becomes a fictive, created world dl its own. 'The 

historical event,"says Frye, "whatever it was, is out of our range: it is only the verbal (textual) 

event that concems us. and the verbal (textual) event may be the starting point of an 

adventure in ~ndentanding."'~ In other words, the text itself becomes the source for deriving 

meaning and tmth, not the event on which it is based. 

Robert Alter and Frank Kermode are amongst the premier biblical scholan to h m  

"Northrop Frye, Wordr with Power: Being a Second Srudy ofthe Bible and Lirerature (Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, Publishen, SanDiego, New York, London, 1990), p. xv. 

j6Frye, The Great Code, p. 29. 

"Gottwald, p. 23. 

'"uling and Perrin, p. 27. 

'%orthrop Frye, The Double Vision (University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 1991), p. 76. 



their attention to this irnaginary world present in the Bible. They cornbined efforts to pull 

together the best thinking in this field in a 600+ page textbook, The Literary Guide to the 

Bible. They Say that the basic assumption of those in this field of study is that 

literature is a complex language, not necessarily unique, not without 
significant overlaps with other kinds of language, but distinctive nevertheless, 
=Y t l a t  the c o n s t r a i x  tritic ..dl! ir. cnc v3y C r  zmt!!r direct n ~ h e w k  
wandering attention to the operations of this lang~age.''~ 

Cntics like themselves, they say, can be of assistance in pointing out the structures a .  forms 

of the language being used in any text, the Bible included. 

This way of looking at texts was first used by literary scholars on texts of 'secular' 

literature, primarily fiction. One of the key schools of literary theory is called Formalist 

Theory or New Criticism. "Formalist criticism makes the literary text the entire focus of 

literary analysis ... It asks the question: What constitutes the distinctive form of knowledge 

that literatue and the arts contribute to the human race?'"' One of the giants in this field is 

Frye, a literary scholar who crossed over into the field of biblical criticism by writing three 

volumes on the Bible and literanire. Frye is adamant that we pay attention to the irnaginary 

and poetic basis of literature. He argues for an approach to al1 literature, including the Bible, 

that uses "ari imaginative literaiism ... a literary iiterali~rn,'"~ rather than a literalism founded 

on historical fact or logical propositions. For Frye this means taking seriously the literary 

structures and forms of any text. 

MRobert Alter & Frank Kermode, editors, The Literary Guide to the Biûle (The Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1 W), p. 5 .  

"Leland Ryken, "Formalist and Archetypa1 Criticism," Contemporary Literory Theory: A Christian 
Appraisd (William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1991). p. 3,6. 

"Frye, The Double Vision p. 17; Words wiih Power, p. xv. 



And yet. despite his strong literary approach, Frye admits that there is sornething that 

still sets the Bible apart. "With the Bible we are involved in a more complex theory of 

meaning and truth than we are with other books," he says. "It is as literary as it can well be 

without actually being literat~re.'"~ This thesis seeks to address what it is that makes the 

Bible, and dl Scriy~ùres, distinct. Ol r  thexy is ".2t it h3s to do xit! &e type of ?ex? it is, 

with the kinds of elements that it cames. The tool being explored here draws out those 

elements which makes Scripture a unique form of text. 

Those who use the literary method readily admit that it is only one of several angles of 

vision that c m  be used in 'seeing' texts. It uses "literary b i n o ~ u l a r s ' ~  and as such narrows its 

view to find certain aspects and dimensions of the text. But in so doing it can provide an in- 

depth view of a dimension of texts that other hermeneutical tools will miss. Robert Alter and 

his fellow scholars in this field are adamant that this approach is much broader than sorne 

assume. "Rather than viewing the literary character of the Bible as one of several 'purposes' 

or 'tendencies,"' says Alter, "1 would prefer to insist on a complete interfusion of literary art 

with theological, moral or historiosophical vision.'*' 

Feminist theology 

From literary biblical criticism we tum to the perspectives offered by ferninid 

theology. Feminist theologians have been unabashed in their radical exposing of the all-too- 

43Frye, The Grear Code, p. 62. 

URobert Alter, The Arr of Biblicuf Narrative (Basic Books,Inc., New York, 1981), p. 188. 

45~lter ,  p. 19. 



human qualities inherent in the biblical text and in Christian tradition. As 'liberationists,' 

they have been among the key players to liberate many from a rigid Christian orthodoxy, 

especially as that is expressed in a largely literal and creedal approach to the Bible. "The 

scriptures need liberation,"says Letty Russell, "not only from existing interpretations but also 

from the patriarcliai biaj of die i ~x i s  i l i t i s i ~ t l ~ i ~ . ' " ~  Elizabeu4 Sihüsslcr Fioicma cxteiids the 

critique to Christianity itself, saying that "the history of early Chnstianity is written fiorn the 

perspective of the historical winners.'"' By showing the patriarchal biases inherent in the 

Bible and in Christian theology, this feminist critique opens up a spotlight on the human 

shaping of the tniths to be found there. "What have been called the objective sources of 

theology; Scripture and tradition," says Rosemary Radford Ruether, "are themselves codified 

collective human e~perience."~ In other words, die Bible is a hurnan text. 

The feminist approach is aiso critical of an over reliance by Christianity on those texts 

of the past; Radford Ruether says that she, "rejects a theology confined to commentary on 

past t e~ t s . ' "~  This crîtical stance toward received tradition is followed by an afErmation of 

our present day experiencing of God. Radford Ruether names this process of validating our 

conternporary experiences as midrashim. Midrash originates in Jewish culture and is a way 

for each generation to retell, rework and reinterpret sacred tradition. It was a key way that the 

Bible was formed; the biblical stories were constantly retold and reworked to be fitting 

*Letty M. RusseIl, "Introduction: Liberating the Word," Feminist inrerpretation of the Bible (The 
Westminster Press, Philadelphia, l98S), p. 1 1. 

"Elizabeth Schussler Fiorenza, In Memory of Her (Crossroad, New York, 1983), p. 83. 

"Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk: Toward a Feminîrt Theology ( Beacon Press, 
Boston, 1983,1993), p. 12. 

'%osemary Radford Ruether, WomanGuider: Readings toward ojèminist theolom (Beacon Press. 
Boston, 1985, 1996), p. 247- 



responses to their changing circumstances. It's a way of doing Scnpture. Radford Ruether 

says such a process implies the continuous production of new texts. "Every generation of the 

redemption-seeking community,"she says. ishould engage in ongoing cornmentary and 

creativity, thereby spinning new stories out of the old ones."" Feminist theologians thus 

creak a dialogue betweèn p a î  &id ijicsci~, *~itIi:,tL, i ; i t ~ ~ : t , - d q  kmms hsiing LI ~r?thority 

Spirit-filled presence equal to the human believers of the past. This perspective undergirds 

the naming of rnidrash as one of the key elements of Scnpture. Feminist perspective is also 

called on in the honouring of contemporary, even popular, sacred text-making. 

The social constniction of religion 

The feminist critique of the human and cultural biases that are inherent in sacred texts 

and sacred tradition is enhanced by the field of sociology. "Feminist theology makes the 

sociology of theological knowledge visible," says Radford Ruether, "no longer hidden behind 

mystifications of objectified divine and universai authority."" From this perspective, the 

Bible and the Christian theology which developed out of it are human creations. They grow 

out of the cultures and social-historicai contexts of certain humans. Sociologist Peter Berger 

says this is "the fundamentai fact of the hurnan condition ... its 'situated-ness' or 'thrown- 

ness,' its sitz h Zeben ."" Even human experiences of God are located within particular 

'O~adford Ruether, WomanGuides, p. xi. 

''Radford Ruether, Sexkm and God-Talk, p. 13. 

''~eter Berger, The HereficaZ Impernive: Conternporary Possibilitier of Religious A f i r m ~ i o n  (Anchor 
Press/Doubleday, New York, 1979), p. 95. 



cultures and time-periods. Hurnans take these experiences and 'construct' thern in terms 

understandable to that culture and time. 

Sociai scientists like Peter Berger and Thomas Luckrnann have named this Yhe social 

construction of reality."" This is a Fundamental assurnption to grasp when dealing with the 

i~iaking of texts. Al! texts, r v e ~  sscred ones, X e  cnnstnicted, ar- composed by humans. The 

Bible is a socially constmcted literary text, it is constructed by human hands and minds. 

Such a way of tracking human activity has been the purview of the last hundred or 

more years of scholarship going back to the mid-1800s in Europe. Scholars have gone to 

great lengths to point out the "concrete relationships between thought and its histoncal 

 situation^."^' This was an argument for the drawing of a line "from the thought to the thinker 

to the thinker's social ~ o r l d . " ~ ~  Karl M m  was a key figure in this 'revolution.' "It is not the 

consciousness of hurnans that determines their being," said M m ,  "but on the contrary, their 

social being that determines their consciousness."56 Thus, Marx was able to point out that 

even religion is grounded in human realities and contexts, and, contrary to the dominant 

Christian view, does not fa11 from heaven." In other words, human beings constnict their 

religions (and their gods) from the historical and cultural reality around them. 

Peter Berger picks this up in the 1960s when he sought to "push to the final 

"Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckrnann, The Social Construction of Realiry: A Treatke in the 
Sociologv of Knowledge (Anchor BooWoubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 19661, p. 4ff. 

"~eter Berger, Imitation to Sociology: A Humanistic Perspecfive ( Anc hor Boo kslDoubleday & 
Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1963), p. 1 1  1. 

"Xarl Marx, fiom "The German Ideology" which is a sumary of his materialist conception of history, 
taken from Korl Marx: Selected Writings (Edited by David McLellan. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1977), 
p. 164. 

S7Karl Marx, "Letter to Arnold Ruge" ( 1842), Selected Writings, p. 23. 



sociological consequence an understanding of religion as a historical product ... as a human 

projection grounded in specific infrastructures of human h i~ to ry . "~~  In pushing the envelope 

this far however, Berger does not dismiss the reality of God. He admits to a theological 

"location" in line with the liberal Protestantism of Friedrich Schleiermacher (1 768- 1 834) who 

. 
caw re!igion -l 'Vhe encoun!ering nf  the infinite within the finite phenornenon of human 

life."5g This is not a contradiction of a view that sees even religious thought and activity as 

al1 roo human. What Berger pushes us toward is a serious grasping and confionting of "the 

historical relativity of religion ... that religion is a human product or projection.'a Berger 

want us to stay on this human level, this course of human existence, before we move on to 

recognize the divine dimension. Berger says only once we've hlly grabbed onto o u  hurnan 

constmcting of our reality, could we then move on to "begin to search, within this array of 

projections. for what may tum out to be signals of transcendence ... discovenes that transcend 

the relative character of their infrastructures.'*' 

Applying this to the Bible means understanding it first of al1 as a human product, a 

human construction. The metaphors used by hurnans to describe God and the mythic stories 

they develop to describe their encounters with divinity grow out of the culture and life 

context of the Bible's witers. Only once we've grasped this fully should we then move on to 

begin to search within the Bible's hurnan constnictedness for "signals of transcendence." 

''Peter Berger, The Sacred Canopy: Elernents of a Socioiogical Theory of Religion (Anchor 
Books/Doubleday, New York, 1967), p. vi & p. 180. 

5qBerger, ffereticai, p. 130. 

qerger,  Canopy, p. 185. 

6'Ibid. 



Like Berger, 1 have no doubt those transcendent signals are there, but they are within a 

humanly constmcted literary text. This thesis seeks to identifi the nature of the human 

constructions and the nature of the signals of transcendence that go into the making of 

Scripture. Finding out if similar constructions and signals occur in other cultural texts is the 

second t u k .  

A theology of culture 

When it cornes to hurnanly constnicted texts, whether we're talking about the Bible or 

any other texts, Berger advances the possibility that "signals of transcendence" c m  be 

discovered within the textual "infiastructures." The idea that the heavenly can be found 

within the earthly is not a new concept. Three millenia ago, the ancient Hebrew psalmist 

suggested something similar: "Where can 1 go fkom your spirit? Or where cm 1 flee from 

your presence?'" The philosopher-theologian Paul Tillich describes this as "the inescapable 

Presence of God.'"' Even in the most unlikeiy of places, continued the psalmist, God is 

there: "If 1 make my bed in Sheol, you are there.'- It seems that even from the perspective of 

ancient believers, if God can be in ancient places of death, surely God can be present in 

human constructions. Paul Tillich wholeheartedly agrees: "There is no reality, thing or event 

6ZPsalm 139: 7. 

"Paul Tillich, The Shaking of the Foundations (Charles Scribner's Sons: New York, 1948), p. 40. 

uPsalrn 139: 8. 



which cannot become a bearer of the mystery of being? 

Such an all-encompassing view of God's presence enabled Tillich to develop a 

fheology of culture. He details what he calls a "theonomous" approach !O culture. It is a 

form of analysis which "shows that in the depth of every autonomous culture an ultimate 

concern, something unconditional and holy, is i rnp~ied . '~~  The problem, says Tillich, is that 

the presence of the Holy in expressions of culture is *'hidden."67 God is hidden because 

culture is not religious by intention; "culture remains preoccupied with the world even when 

it speaks of  GO^."^^ Tillich calls for theologians to "bring into relief, the concrete religious 

expenences embedded in al1 great cultural phen~rnena.'"~ This sounds much like Peter 

Berger's cal1 for the search for signals of transcendence within human constructions. 

Tillich's theology of culture opens the way for us to search for transcendent signals in 

al1 human constructions. His is an approach which prompts us not to dismiss the possibility 

of God's presence in 'secular' texts. It is an acknowledgment that the popular cultural texts 

of our time can be places where the Spirit can dwell. 

Where 1 diverge fiom Tillich is where he seems to take the 'high' cultural road, and 

thus doesn't really deal with the possibility of divine revelation in 'popular' culture. In The 

Protestant Era (1  957)' for example, he despairs of "the imer void of most of our cultural 

expressions. Little is left in our present civilization which does not indicate to a sensitive 

"~au l  Tillich, Sysremmic Theology, VoLI (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1951. 1963) 
p.118. 

66Pa~I Tillich, The Protestant Era (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 1948), p. 58. 

'j71bid. 

''~aul Tillich, What ir Religion? (Harper & Row: San Francisco, 1969), p. 77. 



mind the presence of this vacuum. this lack of ultirnacy and substantial power."70 In this and 

in other of Tillich's wri tings is detected a prejudice against mass culture. Several scholars 

have noted how ''Tillich favoured analysing the most erudite and the most pnzed creations of 

culture. Tillich avoided expressions of popular culture when he tumed to culture as a source 

Sor his *eoiogy.t?! -- - w natever the reasons For Tiiiich's seeming dismissai of popular or miiss 

culture. I intend to apply his theology of culture to popular culture. To me, his thinking 

naturally leads to such an application. And, 1 will show that popular music and film are 

*'potent cultural texts which promise miitful interpretation to a theologian of culture."" 

Theological approaches to popular cultural texts 

So far 1 have cited sources that are almost entirely theological, or at least address 

religious questions. That doesn't change even as 1 enter into an analysis of the world of 

culture. Most of my sources for analysing popular culture are religious/theologicaI scholars. 

1 have only sought out occasional cultural analysts to help me understand that field. My 

quest is to be a theologian who analyses culture, not a cultural expert who happens to use 

theological approaches. As Paul Tillich put it: ''the theologian of culture is not directly 

Tillich, The Protestant Era, p. 60. 

 elto ton Cobb, "Reconsidering the Statu of Popular Culture in Tillich's TheoIogy of Culture," Journal 
of the American Acadeniy ofReligion (LXIII: S p ~ g  1995) p. 65. Cobb cites several scholars who give differhg 
reasons for Tillich's shying away from popular culture. These include his developing Christology with its 
emphasis on a unique complete revelation and his links to the Frankhin School with its dismissal of m a s  
culture. 

%elton Cobb, p. 80. 



creative with regard to culture.'"' For exarnple. I don't need to have an indepth 

understanding of film cnticism in order to theologically analyse a film. Tom Beaudoin 

illustrates this approach in his description of how he reads and interprets popular cultural 

texts: ''1 press the weight of theological imagination hard ont0 the text and try to read the 

9-74 t Spirit's impririt. L ~ o o  corne ai ibis task as a ;hcû~ûgiill. 1 anî iiîtcrcstcd in tL,c ~5cological 

meanings of the popular texts 1 analyse. So my sources are predominantly those scholars who 

look at culture through theological binoculars. 

This being said, I am not ignorant of the kinds of analysis happening in cultural 

academia. The theological/religious scholan 1 rely on who have analysed popular culture do 

point to and bonow f'rom the various rnethods being used by cultural analysts. These are not 

unlike the various schools of criticism that have tackled the Bible. In film studies for 

exarnple, there are a range of methods: semiotics, textual or formalistic studies, 

psychoanalytic methods, ideological or political critiques, reader-response theories, genre and 

auteur studies, and so on? Similar kinds of analysis have been developed in literary theory. 

Again though, while 1 am aware of this kind of research and methodologies, my approach 

arises out of theologicaVreligious circles and not popular film or music studies. 

Feature film, more so than popular music, has attracted the attention of religious and 

theological scholan. Over the last 15 years indepth studies and academic journals have been 

dedicated to studying filrn. "Films invite questions," says the statement of purpose of The 

"Tillich, What is Religion? p. 167. 

'"Tom B eaudo in, Virtuaf Fuith: The Irraterent Spiritual Quest of Generation X (Jossey-Bass 
Publistiers, San Francisco, 19981, p. xix. 

"lohn Lyden, "To Comrnend or To Critique? The Question of Religion and Film Studies," The Journal 
of Religion and Film, Vol. I ,  No. 2 - f 997 fittp://www.unomaha.edu). 



Journal of Religion and Film. 

As life-in-celluloid, they can mesrnerize, seduce, inform, and cornrnunicate. 
We \vil1 often attempt to explore beneath the web of visual and aura1 signifiers 
... Many films, directly or indirectly, serve a 'religious' purpose. Like 
religions, they present meanings that people give to life. They portray people 
and the values people embrace in life. The films themselves, then, are a part of 
the fundamental religious 'struggle with the ultimate problems of human 
iife. :75 

This is an acknowledgement of the depth of nieaning to be found in film. It requires work to 

unpack al1 the meanings in a good film. "1 try to devote the same energy to film exegesis as 

to biblical text e~egesis,"~'says a theologian who compares and contrasts the theology of 

St.Pau1 with that found in films. 

In contrast, this academic approach is sadly lacking in the analysis of popular rock 

and folk music. Some books have been wrîtten by Christian educators and ministers, with 

varying biases for or against contemporary music.78 But there seems to be little interest by 

religious or theological scholars in analysing popular music like there is in analysing film. 

However, there is a broad field of studies interested in the media generally. 1 have found that 

the analysis offered for media and film can easily be transferred to other foms  of popular 

culture like music. These kinds of scholarly works will be drawn on where they assist in 

pointing out the theological and scriptural elements present in popular culture generally. 

 tateme te ment of Purpose," The Journal of Religion and Film Edited by William L. Blizek and RonaId 
R-Burke, Depamnent of Philosophy and Religion at the University of Nebraska at Omaha 
(http://www.unornaha.edu) 

"Robert Jeweît, Saint Paul at the Movies: The Apostle .F Dialogue with American Cuhre 
(WestminsterIJohn Knox Press, Louisville, Kentucky, 1993) p. 10 

example of a more rnoderate approach is by J.Brent Bill in Rock and Roll.- A balance4 Christian 
response tu the music and its message (Fleming H. Revel1 Company: New Jersey, 1984, 1987) 



A iiterary-feminist-social constructionist-cultural theology 

Paul Tillich, Peter Berger, Rosernary Radford Ruether, Northrop Frye: these are chef 

amongst the influences which have been drawn on to develop this thesis. Other scholars will 

be utilized to expand on some of these undergirding intluences. Joseph Campbeii on 

comparative mythology is just one example of such an influence. I believe al1 of the above 

sources support and complement one another. At very least they corne together in my 

thinking, enabling me to develop a theological approach to culture and Scripture. More 

specifically, my gleanings from these scholars have contributed to my devising of a theory 

and tool of what Scripture is cornposed of at its core. 

The theory is of rny own constnicting. The above narned, nor any others that may be 

mentioned in what follows, are not to be blarned (or credited) for what 1 am advancing here. 

What this thesis is about is an exploration of a theory and I invite the reader to respond. 

So, now we step forward to explore this theory. The first task is to define the four 

elements that we propose make up Scnpture. Since we are using pnmarily a textual-literary 

method, we will begin with the more literary-type elements - metaphor and myth - and then 

move toward the elements generally considered to be more the dornain of Scripture - 

rnidrash, and especially, revelation. As each element is fleshed out, it will becorne apparent 

how necessary each of them are for the making of Scripture. It is generally conceded that no 

Scripture is complete without revelation, but, as will be explored here, no Scnpture can do 

without rnetaphor, myth and rnidrash either. 



Chapter III 

Metaphor as an element of Scripture 
"by indirections find directions outwn 

S c r i p t ~ e  is, at a structural level, a literary and textual medium of communication. 

That is to Say, it is fûndamentally about language and words. This brings us to the familiar 

world of literature. Knowing how literature uses language and words, should give us some 

insight into how Scnpture uses language and words. 

The literary critic, Northrop Frye, says "the language of literature is the language of 

myth and metaphor."" The Bible, he adds, is written using that same language. Frye holds 

such language in high esteem. "Literature creates a world that the spirit can live in," he says, 

"the world of the free movement of the spirit."" We will begin explonng this spirit fnendly 

world, with a look at the language of metaphor. The next chapter will deal with the language 

of myth. In this chapter we will describe metaphor and show that metaphor is one of the 

main characteristics or elements that makes up Scripture. Metaphor as will be developed 

here, can be understood in three ways: 1) simply, as a figure of speech, 2) comprehensively, 

as word 'symbols,' 3) broadly, as representative of imaginative language. 

'gWilliam Shakespeare, Hamlet II:i:65. 

'("Northrop Frye, Ihe Double Vision: Language and Meaning in Religion (University of Toronto Press, 
Toronto, 199 1), p. 16. 

"Ibid. 



A figure of speech 

Metaphor is basically a figure of speech which attempts to explain something by 

picturing it as something often unrelated (ie. the ship plows the sea~) .~ '  Some of the best 

utilizers of metaphor are poets and storytellers. lhey  cieveriy cran these kinds oC words to 

invoke unique images or meanings which go beyond the actuai definition of the words. 

"Lead me to the rock that is higher than 1,"83 says the Hebrew Psalmist. This use of 'rock' as 

a reference to God is not intended to be taken factually or scientificdly. It is a picture or 

image: not an actud, precise cornparison. Such is the way of metaphor: two things are 

identical though different, one thing is representative of something 'other.' 

One cannot be a factual literalist when it cornes to metaphor. Imagination is called for 

both by the crafier of the metaphor and those who read or hear them. Northrop Frye says the 

required approach is one of "imaginative or metaphoncal literalism."" The writers of 

Hebrew wisdom literature, for example, were such imaginative literalists. "A word fitly 

spoken is like apples of gold in a setting of silver ... The words of the mouth are deep waters; 

the fountain of wisdom is a gushing stream." *' Words being like apples and water, apples 

made of gold and silver; these are not precise, scientific descriptions, they are imaginative 

ones. 

The words used for God are clear examples of how metaphor works. Al1 our words 

-- -- - - - -- - 

82Webster 's Third New Internationul Dictionary. 

"Psalm 6 1 :2. 

"Frye, The Double Vision, p. 17. 

s5Proverbs 25: 1 1 ; Proverbs 1 8:4. 



and language for God, for the ultimate mystery, for transcendence, can only operate as 

metaphors. 'God is an ambiguous word in our language," says Joseph Campbell, "because it 

appears to refer to something that is known. But the transcendent is unknowable and 

unknown. God is transcendent, finally, of anything like the name God. God is beyond names 

and forms." " That is why, when humans anempr IO Sescribe God they have no choice but to 

revert to the use of metaphors. Almighty, Sovereign, Redeemer, Father are al1 metaphors; 

they are images, references to God, but they are not actually God. Metaphor is not fact. 

Joseph Campbell is clear on this. Father (and Mother) as rnetaphors "for the wisdom and 

mystery of the world," says Campbell, "are two perfectly good metaphon. Neither one is a 

fact. These are (simply) me ta ph or^."^' 

The radical feminist Mary Daly has for thirty years now led the fight for recognizing 

the limits of our God-metaphors. She says: "There is no reason to assume that the tenn 'God' 

will always be necessary, as if the three-letter word, materially speaking, could capture and 

encapsulate transcendent being."" Daly is strident in her cal1 for new God-words, new 

"Metaphors of ~etabeing."" She proposes a move away fiom understanding God as a noun, 

and begin to see God as a verb, as "Verb-of-Verbs," as cbBe-ing."90 

Campbell suggests that metaphors can be seen as masks which merely suggest that 

which hides behind them. This is especially tnie when it cornes to God-talk, he says: "the 

Boston, 

?Joseph Campbell, The Power ofMyth (Doubleday: New York, l988), p. 49. 

"Ibid., p. 20. 

"Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father: Toward o Philosophy of Women 's Libercation (Beacon Press, 
1973, 1985), p. 21. 

IgIbid., p. xix. 

IOlbid., p. 34 & p. xvii. 



metaphor is the rnask of God through which etemity is to be expe~ienced."~' This hints of the 

limitations of metaphor. It never speaks directly about its subject, it never exposes its subject 

to clear scrutiny. Metaphor is thus an indirect fom of communication; that is one of its 

qualities. And yet this is its strength. for in not bringing its subject into clear relief, metaphor 

allows for a breacirh of meaning going beyond itseif. 

For example, in the gospel of Luke, Mary's Magnificat is loaded with imprecise 

language. 

My soul magnified the Lord / and my spirit rejoices in God my Saviour 1 He 
has s h o w  strength with his a m  / he has scattered the proud in the thoughts of 
their hearts I He has brought down the powemil from their thrones 1 and lifted 
up the lowly / he has filled the hungry with good things / and sent the rich 
away empty9' 

What does it mean exactly to magni@ your soul? Does God really have an a m ?  How 

exactly does one scatter the proud in their thoughts? Were the lowly actually lifted up? And 

how often have you seen the rich empty handed? To ask these questions is to be ignorant of 

metaphor. It is not metaphor's purpose or function to be precise; but by being figurative, 

songs like Mary's evoke meanîngs that go way beyond the words themselves. This is the 

paradox of metaphors; they af3ord us a breadth of meaning, and yet they are not saying 

exactly what we rnean. "Metaphors are paradoxical," says Northrop Frye, "and we suspect 

that perhaps only in paradox are words doing the best îhey can for us."9' . 

91CampbelI, p. 60. 

*L&e 1 : 46-47,s 1-53. 

93Frye, The Double Vision, p. 17. 



Words as symbols 

Images, masks, signs; these are some of the ways to describe metaphors. What these 

suggest is symbol. Metaphors are the language form of syrnbols. Scientific, factual, and 

rational language Mis short wnen ir cornes ro Deing symboiiç. But no{ metaphor. It is 

symbolic to the core. Here is a dictionary definition of syrnbol: "sornething that stands for or 

suggests something else by reason of relationship, association, convention, or accidental but 

not intentional resemblance; a visible sign of something that is in~isible."~" 

Again, a clear example, especially of the latter part of the definition - a visible sign of 

something that is invisible - is ou God language. Feminist theologians like Dorothee Soelle 

have picked up on this. "Whenever we speak of God,"she says, "we speak symbolically. 

Symbols are the only means we have for talking about  GO^."^' Paul Tillich puts this in 

philosophical terms: "Humanity's ultimate concem must be expressed symbolically, because 

symbolic language alone is able to express the ~l t i rnate ."~~ 

1s this true? 1s symbolic language the only way to speak of God? C m  God not be 

expressed in direct, factual terms? Paul Tillich is emphatic in his answer: "that which is the 

true ultimate transcends the realm of finite reality infinitely. Therefore, no finite reality cm 

express it directly and properly.'"' To repeat this: no finite reality can express God 

completely; that includes human words. 

wWebster's Third New International Dictionary, 1976. 

95Dorothee Soelle, The Strength of the Weak: Toward a Christian Ferninist Identiiy (The Westminster 
Press: Philadelphia, 1984), p. 100. 

%Paul Tillich, Dynamics ofFaith (Hzuper & Row: New York, 1957), p. 4 1. 

"Ibid., p. 44. 



So then, why cm finite, symbolic, human words be a vehicle for Infinity? What is it 

about syrnbol that enables it to speak of God? Tillich says it is because of the characteristics 

of symbol. Symbol, he says, operates in a number of ways: "1) points beyond itself to 

something else; 2) opens up levels of reality which othewise are closed for us; and, 3) opens 

up hdden depths of our own being.'"' 

A Hebrew prophet in exile conjures up some symbolic irnagery when he describes 

what the retuniing home of the exiles will be like: "the mountains and the hills before you / 

shall burst into Song I and al1 the trees of the field shall clap their h a n d ~ . " ~ ~  Trees, mountains 

and hills singing and clapping are symbols that points beyond themselves to the people's 

experiencing of God's redernption. In that image we get in touch with levels of meaning 

about redemption and the joy of freedom that might othenvise go untapped if straightfoward 

theological language was used instead. 

Mircea Eliade says "symbolism plays a decisive part in the religious life of humanity; 

it is through symbols that the world becomes transparent, is able to show the tran~cendent."'~ 

Paul Tillich points to severai spheres of human cultural activity - art, politics, history and 

religion - where symbolism is used.'O1 For himself personally, paintings functioned 

especially well as symbolic works. 

The great work of art is a piece of finite reality through which, thanks to the 
artist's creative power, ultimate reality shines and gives it inexhaustible 
meaning. This pointing beyond itself of every work of art shows the presence 

98Tillich, Dynumics of Faith, p. 4 1,42. 

IWMircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Prolane : The Nature of Religion warcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers, San Diego, NewYork, London, 1959), p. 130. 

"'Tillich, üynmics of Faith, p. 43. 



of something absolute in art, despite al1 changing styles and tastes in the realm 
of artistic creation.lO' 

Literary works of art have the sarne kind of nature, allowing that which is Beyond to 

shine through the words and language. By creatively using the symbolic language of 

metaphor, the world's poets, story-tellers and writers are involved in "showing the 

transcendent. "'O3 One of the gospel writen had Jesus refer to himself in symbolic ways: "1 

am the light of the worid. Whoever follows me will never walk in darkness but will have the 

light of life."'OJ Light and darkness are pieces of finite reality. Using light and darkness as 

symbols, makes them able to be pointers beyond themselves, to be transmitters through which 

ultimate reality can shine. Such a use of symbolic language enables us to better understand 

the deeper realities and meanings that this gospel writer wished to address. Each text's 

religious truth says Robertson Davies "is dependent on invocation, on splendeur of language 

.... poetry will cany us nearer to God."'05 This is saying that it is the very structure of 

metaphor as symbolic language that enables it to be a camer of Infinity. 

The language of the imagination 

It should be clear by now that metaphor is not a scientific or journalistic (fact driven) 

type of language. Furthemore, Mary Daly argues that nietaphor goes 5evond being a figure 

'mPaul Tillich, My Search for Absolutes (Simon & Schuster, 19671, p. 125. 

'"Eliade, p. 130. 

'OqJohn 8: 12. 

'oS~obertson Davies, The Mers, Heurt: Selectionii 1980- 1995 (A Douglas Gibson Book, McCleIla~d & 
Stewart Inc., Toronto, 1996), p. 23. 



of speech as well. 

Derived from the Greek meta (meaning after, behind. transformative of, 
beyond) and pherein (meaning to bear, carry), metaphor in the deepest sense 
suggests the power of words to carry us into a Time/Space that is d e r .  behind, 
transformative of, and beyond static being. 'O6 

Northrop Frye calls it "figured language ... poetic and hieroglyphic ... in the sense of 

using words as particular kinds of signs."Iu7 That is, it is a language which paints pictures 

with words, which conjures up images and figures that go way beyond the surface meaning of 

the words used. It is a language of the imagination; it is a language that uses "image rather 

than concept, imagination rather than intelle~t."~"~ Frye says this is the language of literature. 

"The language used in literature," says a 1990s text on Iiterary theory, "and the 

knowledge gained from it are distinctive from other types of discourse and kn~wlrdge." '~~ 

This is possibly an obvious point; few will quarrel that literature is distinct from scientific 

texts and newspaper reports. A novel is easily distinguishable f?om an academic paper. The 

point here is to ernphasize that a huge part of literanire's uniqueness is to be found in the 

metaphorical language it uses. A textbook fiom the 1960s puts it this way: 

Literature gives us a pichue of life - not the picture that science gives and not 
a picture that is actually @stoncally) me, but a picture that has its own kind 
of truth ... which may allow us to experience imaginatively the 'lived' 
meanings of a piece of life."O 

IaaDaly, p. xix. 

'07Northrop Frye, The Great Code: The Bible and Literature (Academic Press Canada, Toronto, 1982), 
p. 16. 

""Leland Ryken, "Fomalist and Archetypal Criticism," Conremporary Literary Theory: A Chrisrion 
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Listen to how a reiatively obscure writer of the Christian Scriptures utilizes this 

imaginative, literary language to describe, of al1 things. the enemies of the faith. 

They are waterless clouds carried along by the winds; autumn aees without 
h i t .  twice dead, uprooted; wild waves of the sea, casting up the foam of their 
own sharne; wandering stars, for whom the deepest darkness has been 
reserved forever. ' ' 

Robert Alter says these Biblical poets "evince a dazzling virtuosity in their arabesques of 

soundplay and syntax, wordplay and image.""' 

The Canadian poet Demis Lee speaks of this language as having a unique energy and 

sound and content. He calls it "cadence ... a nch symphony of clench and swooping 

p~lsation.""~ Lee points to nursery rhymes as indicative of this kind of language. "A good 

nursery rhyme is an incantation," he says. "The sheer sound and rhythm enact a spell of 

some kind ... It's a magic spell, ushering us into a parallel world of the imaginati~n.""~ 

We rnay not be used to thinking of Scripture as being imaginative and magical, but as 

we have unfolded what metaphor is and how it fûnctions we c m  see that this imaginative 

language is a key dimension of Scripture. Figures of speech, symbolic references and 

imaginative play are an integral part of sacred text making. As religious literature, concemed 

"'Jude 12,13. 

"'Robert Alter, "[ntroduction to the Old Testament," The Literary Guide ro the Bible Edited by Robert 
Alter and Frank Kermode (The BeIknap Press of Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1987), 
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with God. ultimacy. meaning, and being, this kind of language is the only kind of language 

that c m  even corne close to dealing with these matters. Ultimate Mystery and Spirit, needs 

mysterious, spiritual language. We need a language that does not bind God. We need a 

language that is open and fiee. 

A Cnickasaw poer and noveiist. Linda Eogan, zpzalis of the neiessity far süch a 

language: a language, a tongue. which she says "retums us to o u  own sa~redness.""~ Hogan 

has a wonderfùl poetic way of describing the language we are grappling with here: 

a language that takes hold of the mystery of what's around us and offers it 
back to us, full of awe and wonder. It is a language of creation, of divine fire, 
a language that goes beyond the strict borders of scientific inquiry and right 
into the heart of the mystery itself.Il6 

Metaphor is this kind of language. It is the language at the heart of any Scripture. Scnpture 

could not be written without using metaphor. 

"'Linda Hogan, heli ings:  A Spirirual History of the Living World (A Touchstone Book, Simon & 
Schuster, New York, 1995), p. 60. 



Chapter N 

Myth as an element of Scnpture 
..Myh opens the ivorld to the dimension of  rnystery." " 

Myth and metaphor, says Northrop Frye. are the "organizing prin~iples""~ of 

literature. and, as is being punued here. are hvo of the 'organizing principles' of Scnpnire. 

The last chapter explored the way metaphor operates as a base element of Scripnire. This 

chapter will explore how myth operates in Scripture. 

Fint  of al1 we need to dispel sorne erroneous popular thinking about myth. Myths are 

not stories of other people's gods, and thus are to be regarded as false. Myths are not stones 

of the gods of dead religions. ie. ancient Greek and Roman. Myths are the stories at the heart 

of dl religions. So we ought to speak of Christian mythology and Hindu mythology; the 

myths of the Bible and the myths of the Qur'an. 

We will explore four aspects of myth : 1) Based on an understanding that the word 

myth cornes from the Greek mythos, which simply means plot, narrative or story, we will 

unpack how story operates and hct ions .  2) We will take a look at the kinds of stories that 

 oseph ph Campbell, The Power of Myrh (Doubleday: New York. 1988), p.3 1. Here is the full quote: 
"Myth opens the world to the dimension of mystery, to the realization of the rnystery that underlies al1 forms. If 
you !ose that, you don't have a mythology. If rnystery is manifest through al1 things, the universe becomes, as it 
were, a holy picture." 

"%orthrop Frye, The Double Vision: Language and Meaning in Religion (University of Toronto 
Press, Toronto, 199 1 ), p. 16. 



myth tells. narnely, "everything that the gods and the ancestors did.""9 3) We will also show 

that myth includes those stories that deal with the human quests for meaning. 4) We will take 

a look at where myths corne fiom; are they divinely or humanly authored? 

hIyth as story 

We have seen that the language of literature (and the language of Scripture) is the 

language of the imagination. Imaginative language might imply a language that is made up, 

and is therefore not actually me. Such an impression fits the world of story and myth. The 

general (rnis)conception is that the stones of literature and especially those o f  myth are 

fabrications of the human imagination. Northrop Frye points out that even the words we use 

for "story or literary narrative - myth, Fable, fiction - have al1 acquired a secondary sense of 

falsehood or something made up out of n~thing.""~ This is a justifiable accusation. Stones 

that begin with "once upon a time" or end with "happily ever after" are easily dismissed as 

not being actual reports of what happened. But does such a characteristic make them false? 

What are we to Say about the imaginative basis of story? What is story based on? 

An author fiom a cenniry ago unveils some secrets into the extent to which stories are 

invented or are based on the actual. ui the preface to his novel, Tess of the D 'urbentilles, 

Thomas Hardy notes that the story he writes is "an attempt to give artistic form to a true 

sequence of things ... tiiat there was something more to be said in fiction than had been said 

"'Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers, San Diego, NewYork, London, 1959), p. 96. 

ImFrye, The Double Vision, p. 1 9 .  



about the shaded side of a well-known catastrophe.""' In other words, his novel is based on 

a real event - a tme sequence of things, a well-known catastrophe - it does not come out of 

nowhere. At the same tirne! Thomas Hardy makes clear that what he wrote was not a pure 

report of what happened. He speaks of giving artistic and fictional form to something which 

ha9 acruaiiy nappenrd. H e  suggrsts Liiat iié used artistic iiçrtnsz say someLillng more aboui 

a well-known event. So he did make-up some of the story at least. It is not tme to the actuai 

event. Al1 this points to the dual nature of story. It is made up of fact and fiction, reality and 

imagination. "Picasso called art a lie that tells the truth."'" The same thing can be said of 

story. 

Depending on which literary genre you Nm to, there are varying degrees of reality and 

fiction. Fairy tales and fantasies will have a different mix of the two than will science fiction, 

romance novels or historical narratives. But what they al1 share is some degree of invention 

and imagination. Even journalists, as close to eyewitnesses as we can come, cannot escape 

the inventive and imaginative bias inherent in story. Ken Finkleman, a Canadian writer, 

director and actor of some recent satires on the news media, says that joumalists "need to 

impose a nanative on ~tories." '~~ In other words, actual events are overlaid with story. The 

people we meet in story are larger than life; the story has them behaving and moving in ways 

that are more coherent and organized than they actually were in their ordinary, awkward, 

'*'Thomas Hardy, "Explanatory Note to the First EditionT'and "Author's Preface to the Fifth and Later 
Editions," Tess of rhe d'Urbendles: A Pure Wuman (Penguin Books: Middlesex, England, New York, 1978; 
first published 189 l), pp. 35,37. 

'"Wendy Doniger O'Flahercy, Other People's Myths, (Macmillan Publishhg Company, New York, 
1988), p. 25. 

lllFinkieman is quoted in an article in The Edmonton Journal (March 3 0, 1 998) by Anne-Marie Tobin 
titled "Ken Finkleman strikes again with More Tears: New show a witty look at TV news." 



chaotic. day-to-day lives. The action we encounter in story "is imbued with heightened sense, 

direction and intelligibility.''''4 What we get are the dramatic moments. 

Canadian author Rudy Wiebe uses the term ''tory-rnakers""' to describe what his 

fellow writen do. Even stones based on reality, he says, require deliberate construction by 

This rnaking of a picnire is no slavish copying of the actual life scene; far fkom 
it. Life is usually so scattered that meaningful patterns rarely occur. The 
maker selects and orders the event pattern in such a way that the impression of 
recognizable life is felt, an impression (not real life itselo that may be more 
powerful and incisive than if we had actually lived through the event, because 
the maker is lending his or her eyes out and we see more deeply than we do 
with Our ~ w n . " ~  

It is that 'made-up' element that makes a story to be story. The narrator in Robertson 

Davies' novel F i f i  Business States it well: "It is not by piling up detail that 1 hope to achieve 

rny picture. but by putting the emphasis where I think it belongs."'" A narrative may be 

based on, even reliant on, the actual; but it is the writer's imaginative working with the 

materials at hand that makes fact into fiction, that makes an actual experience into a story. 

And it is that invented, created, imagined dimension that delights, captures and engages us as 

readers. We are drawn into an imaginative and fictive world that "feels so tme"'28 regardless 

'Z'Margaret Miles, Seeing and Believing Religion and Vafues in the Movies (Beacon Press, Boston, 
19961, p. 75. 

'"The Srory-Mokers is the title of a collection of short stories campiIed by Rudy Wiebe (Gage 
Educational Publishing Company, Toronto, 1987). 

Iz6Rudy Wiebe, "htroduction," The Srov-Makers, p. xxvii. 

"'Robertson Davies, Fifrh Business (Penguin Books Canada: Markham, Ontano, 1 VO), p. 16. 

l'mis is the response ofa character in John Irving's novel The WorldAccording ro Garp (Pocket 
Books, New York, 1979), p. 453. The character, a cleaning woman used by a publisher to determine if a book 
ought to be published, exclahed how good the book was: "'It feels so mie,' she crooned, making the word mie 
cry Iike a loon over a lake at night. 'A book's m e  when you can Say, Yeah! Thar's just how damn people behave 
al1 the time. Then you know it's bue."' 



of its historical or scientific accuracy or inaccuracy. 

This is where our modem, western mind gets us in trouble. It has been ingrained into 

us that if something is not scientifically and historically provable, then it is not true. But, 

story, like its partner, metaphor, lives on a different plane of truth. A story cm be true with 

or wiriiout fact. "The exact &ruth as io maienal fact ieascs tû bc of importance in m,"srys 

Thomas Hardy of his novels, "my art is to intensify the expression of things, so that the heart 

and imer meaning is made visibly vi~ible.""~ 

This is especiaily applicable when it cornes to the kind of stories called myths. 

Wendy Doniger OYFlaherty says that "the best short definition of a myth is that it is a true 

sroy ... m e  not literally, but in its implicit rneaning~.""~ This sounds a lot like what we've 

discovered about metaphor; that we are not dealing with rational or logical language. 

Doniger O'Flaherty says rnyth as story operates under the same principles: "a myth says 

something that cannot be said in any other way, that cannot be translated into a logical or 

metaphysical statement. A myth says something that can only be said in story.""' 

Myth as stones of the gods and the ancestors 

The ancient Mesopotamians had a story about the gods deciding to flood the e h .  

Only one farnily, and specimens of every living thing, survive the flood in an ark. This story 

I2%ardy, "Introduction," Tess of the D 'Urbervilles, p. 12, 13. 

'3@Doniger O'Flaherty, p. 3 1. 

I3'Ibid., p. 27. 



is part of what is known as the "Gilgamesh Epic."'" Ancient Israel retells this story as Noah 

and the Ark. This is a typical myth. It is a story of sacred begimings. It goes back to a time 

before tirne. The characters in the story are gods and ancestors. "Myth relates a sacred 

history." says Mircea Eliade, %at is. a primordial event that took place at the beginning of 

time ... But to reiare a sacred iiisiory is equirdçni to revealing a mysisry. Foi the penons of 

the myth are not human beings, they are gods or culture her~es.""~ This kind of 

content cm not be rationally or logically or histoncally explained. As we have heard fiom 

Wendy Doniger OYFlaherty. this kind of spectacular event can only be told in story form. 

These spectacular tales that are told in myths easily face the critique that they could 

not have really happened. The begimings of the Hebrew Scriptures and Christian Scriptures 

provide funher examples of divine-human encounters which take on this un-real dimension. 

From Genesis comes this story: 

The Nephilim were on the earth in those days - and also afierward - when the 
divine beings (sons of God) went in to the daughters of humans, who bore 
children to them. These were the heroes that were of old, warriors of 
renown. 13' 

From the gospel of Luke comes this story: 

The angel Gabriel was sent by God to a t o m  in Cidilee called Nazareth, to a 
virgin ... whose name was Mary ... The angel said to her, "Do not be afraid, 
Mary, for you have found favour with God ... The Holy Spirit will corne upon 
you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you ... you will 
conceive in your womb and bear a son ... the child to be bom will be holy; he 
will be called Son of God.I3' 

'32Vi~tor H.Maithews and Don C .  Benjamin, Old Testament Porallels: Laws and S t o r i e o m  the 
Ancient Near East (Paulist Press, New YorklMahwah, N.J., 199 1), p.35ff. 

'33Eliade, p. 95. 

Is4Genesis 6: 4. 

I3'Luke 1 : 26K 



These biblical texts cany material that correspond to Our definition of myth. We have divine 

beings or sons of God consorting with human women to create ancient superheroes. There is 

the divine Spirit impregnating a young Hebrew wornan. This is the stuff of myth; this is 

about the gods and the ancestors. 

Are tlicse tnie siaric~? Di: t h q  aîtüally hppcn? Thc oldci H c h w  S ; O ~  ccitka.iri2i is 

not defended in many quarters as an actud happening, despite its sirnilarities to the Christian 

story. The Christian story is still treated as historical tmth in many Christian circles, although 

many scholars discount the validity of the Jesus birth narratives. But the questions of truth or 

falsehood are not of interest to myth. The factualness and historicity of the events they record 

is not the point of myth. The point of myth is: "This may not be what you would have seen if 

you had been there, but what you would have seen would have missed the whole point of 

what was really going on."IS6 Myth is involved in deeper realities and experiences than we 

can meet on the surface. "Stories like this are not rnanufactured by the intellect," says Helen 

Luke, a writer on myth in the Bible and literature, 'Yhey are the symbolic dreams of 

humanity .""' 

Myth as quests for meaning 

Myths are not just spectacular stories of divine-human encounters. Myths also deal 

13%orthrop Fiye, The Grea Code: The Bible and Literature (Academic Press Canada, Toronto, 1982), 
p. 48. 

I3'Helen M. Luke, The Inner Story: Myth and Symbol in the Bible and Lirerature (Crossroad: New 
York, 1982), p. 7. 



with a whole range of issues and questions that religions ask.I3* A book on myth-makers, 

past and present, puts it as broadly as this: myths are "stories that unfold or explain the 

worldview of a people."'39 Such stories may or rnay not have anything to do with the gods. 

These kinds of stones deal with the big question. how shouid we then live? They are human 

strupgk~ ii, find mèming, io make x n x  ûf :if<, ta sohe cXeminas, to Ued xitki iii'jstcij. ii; 

whatever shape it takes. 

The story of Job is an example of this kind of myth. It deals with the perpetual human 

question of the source a ~ d  meaning of suffenng. That question is placed into the story form 

of a nghteous man who encounters one persona1 disaster afier another. He and his fiends 

wrestle with the meaning of this; the answer cornes in the end with God's own open-ended 

questions. Joseph Campbell says these are the kinds of matters that myths deal with: "great 

hurnan pr~blerns."'"~ 

An even more human mythic biblicai story is the story of Esther. Here is an entire 

b ibka l  book in which God's narne is not mentioned once, nor is God given credit for the 

victory Esther achieves. But it is mythic none the less. It is about being rescued fiom the 

brink of death and destruction, it is about cornmitment to one's people, it is about liberation, 

love, courage and daring. Esther is a hero and redeemer to her people. But she is not a semi- 

divine hero, nor did she cal1 on super-powers to help her. Through her own wit, strength and 

"'Doniger O'Flaherty, p.28. "The stories that I want to talk about as mylhs are about the sorts of 
questions that religions a s k  stories about such things as life after death, divine intervention in hurnan lives, 
transformations, the creation of the world and of human nature and culture - and, basically, about meaning 
itse1f." 

"9WilIiarn F. Fore, Mythmakers: Gospel, Culture and the Media (Friendship Press: NY, 1990), p. 3. 



courage, and the encouragement and planning of her uncle, she is able to outwit the powen- 

that-be to Save herself and her people. To this day, Jews mark this as a sacred event: "as the 

month that had been turned for them fiom sorrow into gladness and from mourning into a 

hoiiday.""" It is not myth on a cosmic scaie, but it is still myth; myth defined as that creative 

md inspird hiimm impülse to explain ifi aorj f û m ~  something ;.kt h a  uliirnate rneaning fsr 

thern. 

The origins of myth 

Where do the symbols and images found in myth come from? Where did the 

narratives found in myth come from? Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann Say myths grow 

out of "conceptions of ... social and cosmic ~rder." '~? By social order they mean the 

immediate socio-geographic reality, the human world that we are a part of. By cosmic order 

they mean the broader reality of divine Mystery and Spirit, othenuise spoken of as the world 

of the gods. These two levels of reality, they Say, often are conceived by humans to come 

together to such an extent that they "appear as made of one ~10 th . ' "~~  This twofold reality for 

the Bible's myth-makers was centred on the ancient near eastem world and the smdl corner 
. 

of Mesopotarnia that they and their people lived in. This twofold redity for the popular 

cultural myth-makers of today is the postmodem world and the particular corner of the globe 

"'Esther 9: 22. 

I4'Peter Berger & Thomas Luckmann, The Social Cornnucrion o/Rea[ity: A Treatise in the Sociology 
of Knowfedge (Anchor BookdDoubleday & Company, Inc.: Garden City, New York, l966), p. 1 10. 



that each myth-maker lives in. Out of these socio-geographic-cultural-cosmic milieus grow 

stories of the gods and the ancestors. Like any story-tellen, myth-makers use varying doses of 

imagination in combination with the reality - social and cosmic - that they conceive, and 

then develop the myths for their time and place. 

Tnr instigaiion Dr even dereiopiiig tlit iiiythtlij in Ille first place is a h m a n  

encountering of mystery. Myths are what humans create upon encountering and experiencing 

divine mystery and ultimate reality. What humans make of that encounter becorne myths. It 

seems the only way for humans to even corne close to describing these encounters and 

experiences is to relate them in story form. As symbolic stories, myths are wonderful carriers 

of ultimacy. 

The assumption here is that myths, like stories, are humanly determined products. 

They are the result of hurnan conceptions of reality and a hurnan determining of how much 

and to what degree fact and fiction, reality and imagination are to be utilized in describing 

that reality. They are human stories about the gods and the ancestors, human stories of quests 

and journeys and stmggles for meaning and swiva l .  And further, they are stories which are 

developed in the contexts of certain places and times. This means that the characters, actions 

and places of myth are dif5erent fiom one locale and culture to another. 

"The appearance of God in narrative form," says literary biblical scholar Wesley Kort, 

"reveals not only something about God but also something about the narrative form, namely, 



its lirninal position. its relation to rnystery and the ~ a c r e d . " ' ~  What Kort is saying here is 

that stories, functioning as stories, have a Iink to ultimacy. Something about how stories 

operate allows divine mystery to be present there. Paul Tillich explains how this is so when 

he identifies myth as symbols of our ultimate concern told in ~toi-ies.'~* And symbols, we 

hâv-ic mtcd xi'& m~taphûi, aïc the o d y  xay :G icprcscnt G d ,  bccausc S ~ T A ~ Q ~ S  point beyond 

themselves and draw out deeper levels of meaning. Myths are syrnbolic stones and as such 

have a unique standing as medium of and for God and al1 those mysteries of life, death, 

meaning and being. 

Myths then are another base element of Scripture. Within Scripture are found these 

creative and inspired human impulses to expiain in symbolic story f o m  what it is that has 

ultimate meaning for them. Other human texts may not have myth, but Scnpture, as a text 

that hndarnentally deals with ultimate rneaning, cannot but have myth. Myth wondefilly 

complements the language at the heart of Scripture, metaphor. We turn now to the third 

element, midrash, to see its function in the making of Scripture. 

1$4Wes1ey A. Kort, Slory, Text. and Scripme: Literary Inrerests in Biblical Narrative (The 
Pemsylvania State University Press, University Park & London, 1988), p. 20. 

'"PauI Tillich, Dynamics of Faith (Harper & Row: New York, 1 957), p. 49,50. "Myths are syrnbols of 
fnith combined in stories about divine-human encounters ... The myth uses material from ou. ordinary 
expenence. It puts the nones of the gods into îhe h e w o r k  of  time and space, although it belongs to the nature 
o f  the ultimate to be beyond time and space ... mytb is the combination of symbols of our ultimate concem." 



Chapter V 

Midrash as an element of Scripture 
"Scripture is a pilgrim wandering through history to mtrge past and present "lu, 

We have argued the point that the myths and metaphon used by humans to explain 

ultimate rneaning are hurnan creations; that they grow out of particular hurnan cultures and 

societies. This chapter will follow up on that idea and explain M e r  the process by which 

myths and metaphors develop, grow and even die out. It is a process which links our myth 

and metaphor-making to our cultures and traditions. Not only do our explanations and words 

for ultimacy not fa11 fiom heaven, neither are they made up on the spot. They grow out of our 

religious traditions and cultures. It is a process known, in biblical circles, as rnidrash. 

Midrash, as it is usually undentood, is a collection of Jewish commentary on the 

Hebrew Bible. Scribes and rabbis, since the first century BCE. created parables, legends and 

sermons as take-offs on the biblical texts. Midrash, therefore, is creative commentary on the 

existing biblicai texts. Here is one Bible commentary's definition of midrash: 

the comrnunity's constant interpretation and application of older traditions ... 
actualizing earlier material within new contexts. Changes in the political, 
social, or religious worlds necessitated new expressions of fundamental faith 
as well as the articulation of new i n ~ i g h t s . ' ~ ~  

'&PhylIis Trible, God and rhe Rhetoric of Sexuality (Fortress Press: Philadelphia, 1978), p. 1 .  "The 
Bible is a pilgrirn wandering through history to rnerge past and present. Cornposed of  diverse traditions that 
span centuries ... we join the peregrinations of a text corn an ancient to a contemporary setting." 

'"7'~lntroduction to the Bible," The Coikgeviiie Bible Camrnenrary (The Liturgieal Press, Collegeville, 
Minnesota, 1989), p. 7. 



Micirash, as is hinted at in this definition, is broader than the actual, original 

midrashic texts. Midrash is a process of retelling and reinterpreting religious traditions. 

religious metaphors, and religious myths. It is a process that began in oral cultures and 

continued happening as those truths and stones began being written d o m  to form Scriptures. 

CPI 
i iié religious izxU, iiie~aphon and mj t !x ,  s is.x;e hmc tkm, X e  the prnducts of rnidrash. 

Midrash is the process that advances the myths and metaphors that hurnan cornmunities 

develop. Al1 religious traditions face the change agent called midrash. Midrash is the 

ongoing reflection by humans on the traditions and truths that have been handed down to 

them. In this chapter, three dimensions of midrash will be explored: 1) The role of midrash 

in the development of myth. 2) Midrash as a way of authenticating tradition. 3) The 

challenge midrash provides to the closing of sacred texts. To help illustrate these points. here 

is an example of midrash taken fiom the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures. demonstrating 

how midrash interacts with, uses and reinterprets sacred traditions and rnyths. 

Early in the Hebrew tradition there is the story of the visit of the Queen of Sheba to 

King Solornon, son of David. Here we have foreign royalty paying homage to the king of 

Israel and giving hirn gifis of "gold, spices and precious stones", afier which she "retumed to 

her own A little later, a poet writes an ode in honour of Solomon re-imagining this 

taie in poetic form. Notice how there is a change in the gender and the nurnber of foreign 

royalty that pay homage: "may the kings of Sheba and Seba bring gifts. May al1 kings fa11 

down before him, al1 nations give hm service ... May gold of Sheba be given to hirn."l4' And 



then, 400-500 years afier the original event may have happened, a prophetic voice after exile 

re-works this legend fiirther, re-interpreting it in the context of a nation recovering fiom 

humility and degradation: "the wealth of the nations shall come to you. A multitude of 

camels shall cover you ... al1 those fiom Sheba shall come. They shall bring gold and 

f r d i n c e ~ s c  ... Foreignen ... rnd ~beir ki"ngr -hall rninicter tn you ... nations shall bring you 

their wealth. with their kings led in process i~n." '~~ The writer of the gospel of Matthew then 

took al1 this material fiom the tradition and crafted a wonderhl tale around the birth of Jesus; 

a tale that fit that gospel's image of Jesus as a king in the line of David. Notice how this 

writer retums to the original story in the little detail that after paying homage the foreign 

visitors returned home. "Wise men from the east came to Jerusalem ... They saw the child 

with Mary his mother; and they knelt down and paid him homage. Then, opening their 

treasure chests, they offered him gifts of gold, fiankincense, and rnyrrh. And (then) ... they 

left for their own co~ntry ." '~ '  Keep this series of texts in mind as we now go into the 

complexities of midrash and how it works. 

Midrash and myth-making 

In the last chapter we explored the idea that myth cornes out of a people's 

"conceptions of ... social and cosmic order."'" Syrnbolic stories are developed to explain the 

"'~eter Berger & Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reafity: A Treatise in the Sociology 
of kitow!edge (Anchor Books/Doubleday & Company, Inc.: Garden City, New York, 1966), p. 1 10. 



dual reality of the physical, social world and the world of Mystery and Spirit, the world of the 

gods. Those stories do not corne out of nowhere nor are they divinely authored and handed 

down to hurnans fully formed. They are developed by hurnans and societies living in 

particular times and places. Different times and places, different peoples, have different 

conceptions of social and cosmic reality and thus develop different symbolic stories. The 

view of social and cosmic reality fiom India in the year 1000 BCE is different from the social 

and cosmic reality conceived by Hebrews in Mesopotamia in the year 1000 BCE. The myths 

developed by Hindus and Buddhists will be different therefore from the myths that grew out 

of ancient Israel. Furthemore, even within individual mythic systems, differences can be 

noted over tirne. The myths developed by the myth-makers of King David's day were 

different from the ones that grew out of the Mediterranean world of Paul the apostle. And 

finally, some myths may even die out altogether. For exarnple, the Greek myths of Zeus and 

Hercules have few (if any) followers today. Paul Tillich says that this is characteristic of any 

human symbol-making: "like living beings, they grow and they die. They grow when the 

situation is ripe for them, and they die when the situation changes. They die because they can 

no longer produce response in the group where they originally found expression."'s3 How do 

myths grow and develop, change or even die? 

The answer, as we are developing here, can be understood by coming to g ips  with the 

process known as midrash. As applied to myths, midrash is about the retelling and re- 

presenting of myths for a new tirne. "As the culture retells the myth over tirne,"says Wendy 

Doniger O'Flaherty, "it constantly reinterprets it, however much the culture may claim that 

' S 3 ~ a ~ 1  Tillich, Dynamics of Faith ( H q e r  & Row: New York, 1957), p. 42. 



the myth has been preserved intact."'" John Navonne, a theologian of story, uses the term 

"mythopoesis" to describe mythic midrash. "Mythopoesis retells the story in order to make its 

'hero' relevant to an historical tirne, place and atrnosphere. It re-vitalizes the story that it 

retells by historkizing it, by relating it to the needs and interests of c~n t e rn~o ra r i e s . "~~~  The 

Ch~s t im stoq of Jesuc ir m y h p e s i s .  It was the revitalking nf an dde r  Hehrew story of 

redemption; it was a connecting of a Christian 'hero' to a sacred past. It was part of the 

process that saw Christianity grow out of Judaism; a new myth growing out of an already 

existing one. "The Gospel story of Jesus is faith's mythopoesis,"says Navonne, "a retelling 

of the story of God and of h~manity.""~ 

The shift fiom Judaism to Christianity was done using midrash. The midrash was 

applied to Hebrew tradition but it also appropriated other mythologies and traditions of that 

known world. Persian, Greek and Roman authoritative traditions were also midrashed in 

developing the Christ mythology. Such appropriating and recreating of neighbouring myths 

is what the biblical religions were about from the begiming. So says Rosemary Radford 

Ruether: 

Thus the Hebrew prophets interpreted in new ways syrnbols from Canaanite 
and Near Eastern religions. Christianity, in successive stages, appropriated a 
great variety of both Jewish and Hellenistic religious symbols to interpret 
Jesus ... (it was a) combining and transforming of earlier symbolic patterns to 
illuminate and disclose meaning in new, unexpected ways that speak to new 
experiential needs as the old patterns ceased to do."' 

IYWendy Doniger O'Flaheny, Orher People's hiytrhs (Macmillan Publishing Company, New York, 
1988), p. 3 1 .  

'5sJohn Navonne, Tawaràs a Theology of Story ( S t .  Paul Publications, Slough, England, 1977), p. 25. 

'57Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexisrn and God-Talk: Towurd a Feminist Theology (Beacon Press, 
Boston, 1983,1993), p. 14. 



Myths then rely on the interpretive process of midrash in order to continue to have 

relevance through the mach  of time. Looked at from another point of view. it might appear 

that midrash is no respecter of myth and sacred tradition. Under midrash little stays the same; 

myths and the traditions that support them are constantly subject to change. Defenders of 

tndition rni&t be weacy aboiit thir prospect. After al!, what c m  we rely on if our m 9 h s  and 

traditions are easy prey to interpretation and change? Let's take a closer look now at the 

relationship between midrash and tradition. 

Midrash and Tradition 

The issue at stake here is how tradition can be respected. Ought tradition be frozen in 

time, only to be memorized and repeated, or can tradition be interpreted and thus changed? 

Biblical scholar James Sanders puts it simply: either tradition is used, or it will be forgotten. 

Either a work was picked up and read with interest for the value to be derived 
from it, generation after generation. or it was left behind ... if in a real cnsis or 
time of need it did not deliver the value needed for survival or quality of life, 
the next generation would simply not pick it up again.'" 

This is a blunt way of saying that tradition would not survive if it wasn't worked with 

and changed. "Midrash means the interpretation of texts that are not kept like museum pieces 

under glass," says Gerald B m s  in The Literary Guide to the Bible. "(Instead those texts) are 

resituated in languages and fonns of life different from the ones in which they were originally 

"'James ASanders, Canon and Communiry: A Guide ro Canonical Criticism (Fortress Press, 
Philadelphia, l984), p. 33. 



cornp~sed . " '~~  Midrash is about creative interpretation of tradition, not rote repetition. 

But note that midrash is always in relationship to tradition. It is an interpreting of and 

responding to tradition; it does not grow out of nothing. Tradition is actually retained via 

midrash, it is not lefi behind. And while it is not a pure, uninterpreted tradition, it is a way of 

hringing %dition forz;rrd. Thcsc txhc sw~gg!e. argue. püsh a id  pu!! ;vitlin a ~adiiioii play 

an important role in ensuring that tradition continues and does not die out. "Struggling is a 

fundamental part of canying on a t r ad i t i~n . " '~~  says Tom Beaudoin in a book on the 

theological journey of young people today. Beaudoin points out that tradition is not a static 

thing. "What is essential to living traditions is that they are always in~omplete,"'~' he says. 

"Whenever religious leaders pretend that religions are complete. finished, and impervious to 

M e r  difficult debate and strife, they are defending not tradition but traditionalism."16' 

Accepting the role of midrash is insurance against traditionalisrn. But it aiso 

encourages a dynarnic relationship with tradition; rather than running away fiom it, midrash 

draws us into the ongoing stmggle with tradition. The fact that the faith of Our fathers and 

mothers has been handed d o m  to us makes it even possible for us to respond to it at d l ,  and 

critique and reform it if necessary. "Our challenge is to take up our traditions actively,"says 

Beaudoin, ''IO bring them into dialogue with the lived experience of the generation, and to 

lsgGerald L. Bruns, "Midrash and Allegory: The Begimings of Scriptural Interpretation," The Literav 
Guide to the Bible. Edited by Robert Alter and Frank Kennode. (The Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press: Cambridge, Massachussets, 1 987), p. 636. 

' Y o m  Beaudoin, Virrual Faith: The Irreverenr Spiritual Quest of Ceneration X (Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, San Francisco, 1998), p. 152. 

'%id. Beaudoin credits Christian historian Jaroslav Petikan with the distinction between tradition and 
traditional ism . 



carry them into the next ~enniry.'?'~' 

We need to emphasize that midrash is pnmarily a response to a particular tradition, 

either to one's own tradition or to the dominant tradition around us. But in a more 

cosmopolitan, pluralistic time. midrash could be a response to more than one tradition. This 

was the case of  early Christianity in the midst nf the Greek-Roman empire. Christianity as iif 

developed is a midrashed amalgarn of the religious traditions of that empire. A similar 

situation has occurred in our world today. A global media and the intersection of diverse 

cultures has created a pluralistic global village. We are no longer homogeneous; we can now 

encounter a variety of religious traditions in our own cities and on the media we read, listen 

to and watch. This means more and more of us are exploring and responding to traditions not 

out own, and perhaps melding them. syncretizing them, with the traditions of our past. We 

will see in chapter seven that popular culture is especially good at this kind of rnidrash. 

The end result of such pluralistic midrash is not certain. What does happen to our own 

views of God when we respectfully open ourseives to the diverse images of God coming fiom 

the various world religions? Frederic and Mary Ann Bmssat. in their compilation of spirituai 

and wisdom sayings from around the world, say that the development of "a world 

encompassing spirituality" is the challenge for our tirne? 

163Beaudoin, p. 155. 

lWFrederic and Mary AM Bmsat, Spirituai Literacy: Reading the Sacred in Everyday Life (Scni~er,  
New York, 1 W6), p.33. 



Midrash as on-going revelation 

The activity of midrash is a human one; a human wrestling with tradition(s). Does 

this mean that God has little to do with this process? 1s God an interested, but uninvolved, 

bys~aiidcr? Lcr as fint ûbserie ûLiat the ~-i;iestliilg ;via irôdition is ofien dorie by people 

passionate about the Who/What that they have encountered in life and in tradition. They 

have experienced that 'something' has broken through into their lives. Rosemary Radford 

Ruether says that our encountering of that 'something' is firstly translated through the lenses 

of our tradition and culture. "However startling and original the vision, it must always be 

communicated and made meaningful through some transformation of ideas and symbols 

aiready current. The hand of the divine does not wrife on a cultural tabula rasa."'b5 We get to 

know God in ways consistent with the images, symbols and language that are used in our 

tradition and culture. To put it in blunt social scientific terms: the God we know is socially 

constnicted, created in the image of our cultures and traditions, dressed in cultural garb we 

are farniliar with and recognize. 

But then the wrestling begins for some. 1s the God and the life we experience 

explained well by tradition or is there need to explain it differently? Do our own encounten 

with sacred mystery jive with what we have received? This leads to a questioning and 

struggling not only with out tradition, but also with the very Mystery we have encountered. 

Our own revelatory experience leads us to examine tradition as well as that which we have 

experienced. Like the Hebrew patriarch Jacob, we wrestle with God and we will not let go 

'b5Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexism and God-Tak, p. 14. 



until we know and are blessed by that with which we wre~ t1e . l~~  We have met God, but what 

we have met may or may not match the images we received fiom our tradition. And so we 

westle with God and 14th tradition. 

The end result of the wrestling is ofien midrashic change. Radford Ruether says it is a 

"refhning" that goes on in minor and major ways di rhe tirne, "from individuais making 

their own private adaptations to teachers founding new schools of interpretati~n."'~' 

Understanding that these adaptations and interpretations come out of a wrestling with God as 

much as with tradition, gives the process a revelatory statu. If God can be revealed in some 

original symbol and tradition, then God can also be revealed in the wrestling with and 

retelling, reinterpreting traditional symbols and tradition. In other words, in the process of 

midrash, God c m  change clothes; God can be manifest in ways not precisrly as before. This 

means that midrash is a revelatory activity, it is a revelatory process. Just as we are active in 

the wrestling with our tradition, and with the God of our tradition, so too is God active with 

us in that wrestling match. 

Further, since the nature of rnidrash is to be ever-present, never static or fiozen, we 

can Say that midrash is an ongoing revelatory activity. A scholar of the Hebrew Scriptures, 

Walter Brueggemann, concurs with this view: 

Scripture as revelation is never simply a final disclosure but is an ongoing act 
of disclosing that will never let the disclosure be closed ... It is the process of 
the text itself, in which each interpretative generation participates ... In this 
strange interpretative process, we dare to claim and confess that God's fresh 

166Genesis 32: 24ff. 

I6'Rosernary Radford Ruether, Sexism and God-Talk, p. 16. 



word and new truth are mediated and made available to 

Feminist theology takes off from this point in declaring that midrash is a fundamentai 

movement of God's Spirit. Veither revelation nor the telling of stones is closed," says 

Radford Ruether. "The Spirit blows where it will. The Spirit is not confined to past 

attempts to Say that divine revelation is to be limited to cenain persons, places, texts, syrnbols 

or interpretations. Lirniting a Scriptural canon to only certain texts would mean putting a 

stop to midrash. And that, says Radford Ruether, is fundarnentally wrong. 

Every new upsurge of the Iiberating spirit must challenge the efforts of 
fossilized religious authority to 'close the canon,' to declare that God has 
spoken once and for al1 in a past time and 'his' words are enshnned in a final 
and de finite fom in a past collection of texts, and therefore, that al1 true 
theology is confined to circumscribed commentaries on these past texts."* 

And so are there any limits to the activity of midrash? 1s there any final arbiter to 

determine which change and reinterpretation is admissible and which is not? Further, if 

midrash is a revelatory expenence, that implies that the Spirit ends up challenging its own 

revelations of the past. Does that mean that God is changed from generation to generation? 

Can anyone challenge change then, if the Spirit really is not confïned to past revelations? 

One answer to these queries is to look at religious traditions and myths currently in 

existence. If we assume that midrash is an activity that has happened throughout history, that 

""alter Brueggemann, "Revelation and Violence: A Snidy in Contextualization," A Social Reading of 
the Old Testament : Prophetic Approaches to Israel's Communal Lfe, edited by Patrick D. MilIer (Fortress 
Press: Minneapolis, 19941, p. 286,289. 

169 Rosemary Radford Ruether, Wontanguida: Readings toward a Feminist Theology (Beacon Press, 

Boston, 1985, 1996), p. 247. 



humans cannot help but be involved in midrash at some level, how fluid do the various 

traditions appear? Has Christianity, for example. changed greatly over time? Has it 

midrashed? Yes, and no. Overall, a tradition Iike Christianity has held its own against the 

midrashic spirit. Tradition has its defenders, with powerhl institutions and individuais 

!eading tl: way to cnsürc ha: his:oïical n n c l ~ i s ~ ~ d i i i g ;  continue üniibztzd. 

Tradition also has an ally in that midrash is a communal effort. It is not an 

individualistic enterprise. Individuals may instigate the questions of tradition, but it is 

cornrnunities within the traditions who end up dealing with any new interpretations or 

understandings. It is in community that there is a testing of new insights. "Test the spirits to 

see whether they are from God,"17' says an early Christian Mter .  Testing in cornmunity 

plays a strong role in balancing tradition and change. And so midrash is not an unf'ettered 

force. The challenge for cornmunities and traditions though is to what extent they allow 

midrash to do its work. To what extent is the Spirit allowed to blow? To what extent do we 

trust the Spirit's blowing in our time? Rosemary Radford Ruether says it is a matter of 

honouring our own spiritual intuitions, guided by our own revelatory experiences? 

in the end, midrash is not definitive. We cannot know for certain whether new 

interpretations or even original revelations are the pure divine truth. Humans do not have 

access to such. "There is no definitive end to this process," says Radford Ruether. "The 

process itself is the end."'" Midrash then, is a fitting partner to the other base elements of 

Scripture explored thus far. Like metaphor and myth, midrash is a dealing with, a responding 

"'1 John 4: 1. 

'%dford Ruether, Womanguides, p. xiii. 

'"Ibid., p. xiv. 



to, and an interpretation of, Mystery. 

Mi&asl, is ihc prûccss nhercby metaphors ard mplis grûw and devélop. It cm work 

in both simple and complex ways, either by simply retelling and playing with religious stories 

or by reinterpreting entire mythic systems. Where fiction blends fact or reality with 

imagination, midrash blends fact with religious tradition, combines present reality with 

communal memory. The main material For a writer of midrash is religious tradition(s). 

Stones, rituals, songs, wisdom sayings, etc. fiom their own traditions or other available 

traditions are drawn upon and recast into the present. For midrash, tradition and history are 

sacred; by using details and syrnbolism from a sacred tradition, present day events and people 

are sacralized and carry the authority of tradition. This makes possible layers of meaning that 

are not possible if only the present is utilized. While tradition authenticates the present 

through the process of midrash, midrash allows the present to bring a fluidity to tradition, not 

allowing it to become stagnant or fiozen in time. Midrash results in an open-ended, ongoing 

spiritual wrestling with the revelation of God in the past and the present. 

Because of its link to sacred and religious traditions, midrash is an obvious element of 

Scnpture, understanding that Scripture is seen as the textml carrier of sacred authoritative 

traditions. This link to sacred-religious traditions is also what makes midrash a uniquely 

Scriptural element. Other human texts may not utilize midrash, but Scripttue without 

midrash is hardly Scripture. The Hebrew and Christian Scriphws, for exarnple, use midrash 



from beginning to end. "The making of the Scriptures,"says one of the contributors in The 

Literary Guide to the Bible, 'was a hermeneutical process in which earlier biblical materials 

were rewritten in order to make them intelligible and applicable to later sit~ations.""~ 

For contemporary texts to be in the same league as the Bible, they would need to 

show evidence of midrash.. Micirash is incieed one o i  Vie four 'base Scriprurai eiemenrs. 



Chapter VI 

Revelation as an element of Scripture 
"show me your glory, 1 pray""' 

The last of the base elements of Scripture to be explored here is also the one which 

has traditionally been the major defining characteristic of Scripture - divine revelation. And 

although this thesis does not support traditionai supranaturai views of how revelation works, 

nevertheless, we do assume that revelation is an integral part of Scripture. Without 

revelation, a text is not Scripture. A text needs the indwelling of divine spirit if it is to be 

called Scripture. 

In a manner similar to our unveiling of the other three Scriptural elements, in this 

chapter we will explore what revelation is and how it fûnctions in texts. We need to admit as 

we begin however, that we are faced with the reality that, unlike metaphor! myth and 

midrash, revelation is not concrete or visible. We cannot see God, we cannot prove the 

existence of the divine in a text, we cannot find definitive evidence of divine manifestation in 

anything . 

But, we still penist in believing that God can be present in a text, that revelation of 

the divine does happen. This is based first of dl on our faith assurnptions concerning the 

manifestation of the divine in human existence. Ln chapter one we quoted Mircea Eliade 

expressing this confession: "that there is an absolute reality, the sacred, which transcends this 



world but manifests itself in this world, thereby sanctifiing it."'" In chapter two we heard 

Paul Tillich advance this confession by stating: "There is no reality, thing or event which 

cannot become a bearer of the mystery of being."In These are Faith statements which cannot 

be proven; they are either accepted or rejected. Assuming they are accepted, they are a basis 

for ho t ,~<~ig  (be!ie:.ing) ~$21 dbivine rere!ation cm occw in tex& even if we cm? see concrete 

evidence of such. 

In what follows, our faith assumption is backed up with some concrete ideas on what 

revelation is and how it works. What will become clear as this chapter unfolds is that our 

treatrnent of revelation is a departtue fiom traditional approaches to revelation. We do not 

accept the typical view expressed in Christianity in which a sovereign God behaves in very 

direct ways with hurnan beings. Even the Bible itself has God speaking directly to 

individuals, to prophets and to the people. The prophets easily use the term, "thus says the 

Lord;" the implication being that God spoke directly to them; that they are God's 

mouthpieces. These biblical and traditional views are disputed here. The view of revelation 

developed here has divinity acting in much less obvious and direct ways. This radical 

redefining of revelation paves the way for our assertion that the divine can be present in both 

traditional religious texts as well as the texts of popular culture. 

We will explore two dimensions of revelation. 1) The Who or What that is at the 

centre of revelation. M a t  is it that is made manifest? 2) How the divine works to get into 

1'6Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and The Prcifone: The Nature of Religion (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers, San Diego, NewYork, London, 1959), p. 202. 

'"~aul Tillich, Sysrematic Theology, VoLI (The University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 195 1, l963), 
p. 118. 



texts. What is the nature of this revelatory activity? 

Note that we will not be exploring some other dimensions of revelation. For 

example, Our interest is not in the revelatory experience of those who read the text. Our focus 

is not in whether human readers 'get' the revelation. These are important dimensions of 

with the divine in the process of revelation. How is the text transfomed when the Spirit 

chooses to be revealed within its words and images? What does revelation look like in 

whatever text God chooses to be present in? These kinds of questions are consistent with the 

method used so far in Our explication of midrash, myth and metaphor. This is a texnial- 

literary analysis whereby our interest is in the text itself and how the four Scriptural elements 

function within it. 

The "who" of revelation 

The word revelation essentially means removing the veil. As it pertains to the divine, 

it is an unveiling of God. But this is a paradox, for, according to ancient Hebrew tradition, 

God can not ever be seen. The story is told of Moses on the mountain with God, and Moses 

makes the incredible request: "Show me your glory, 1 pray." God's answer is a yes and a no: 

1 will make al1 my goodness pass before you, and will proclaim before you the 
name, 'YHWH,' but you cannot see my face; for no one shall see me and live. 
See, there is a place by me where you shall stand on the rock; and while my 
glory passes by I will put you in a cleft of the rock, and 1 will cover you with 
my hand until 1 have passed by; then 1 will take away my hand, and you shall 



see my back; but my face shall not be seen."' 

What the ancient Hebrews grasped was that this divine Goodness and Glory is of a 

nature that is distinct From our material existence. It is of an essence - holy, divine, infhite, 

beyond al1 measure, ultimate - that transcends our world and thus cannot really be known in 

G U  o .  Paul Tillich clererly piits it ihij wq: "'~I%aiei-er is esseriiidly mysterioüs carinoi 

[ose its mystenousness even when it is re~ealed.""~ The who or what that is revealed, this 

reality from another dimension we cal1 God, is not ever an object, entity or being to be 

discovered and known. 

The mystics throughout Christian history grasped this truth, recognizing that in the 

end, God was unknowable. St.Joh of the Cross, a 161h century mysti;, was convinced that 

even what we can know falls far short of what God really is: "However impressive may be 

one's knowledge or feeling of God, that knowledge or feeling will have no resemblance to 

God and amounts to very little."'ao A bishop of the early church, Gregory of Nyssa, 

promoted a doctrine of God's unknowability: "for Gregory the soul's ascent to God is its 

drawing closer and closer to One who is utterly different from it, One who is absolutely 

unkno~able."'~' Meister Eckhart, at the beginning of the 14' century CE, said this: ''1 pray 

God to rid me of  GO^."''^ 

' n ~ a u l  TilIich, Systemotic Theofogy. Vol 1, p. 109. 

'%is is a direct quote Eom John of the Cross found in Susan Muto's book John of the Cms for 
Today: The Ascent (Ave Maria Press, Notre Dame, Indiana, 199 1 ), p. 43. 

"'Andrew Lauth, "The Cappadocians," The Study of Spirimalip (Editors: Cheslyn Jones, Geoffky 
Wainwripht, Edward Yarnold, SJ. Oxford University Press, New YorWOxford, I986), p. 166. 

'82Breukfhrough: Meirrer Eckhart's Creation Spirituafity in New Trcnsiation. introduction and 
Commentaries by Matthew Fox.(Image Books-Doubleday & Company Inc., New York, 1980), p. 15. 



In the 20th century, Paul Tillich affirmed this mystical path of shedding o u  known 

images of God. "Mystical faith is the end of a long way from the most concrete foms of 

faith to the point in which al1 concreteness disappears in the abyss of pure divinity.""' This 

is a quest for God and God alone. It is a cal1 for a letting go of al1 but the essentials. Joseph 

,e.., . ,AS ta break *rst tki: images, cozcepts azd ideas of God md Cmpbe!! chd!enges a!! + 

dwell on mystery. He says that "an intense experience of mystery is what one has to regard 

as the ultimate religious e~perience." '~ 

When it cornes to understanding revelation this is a key aspect to grasp. The God, the 

Ultimate Mystery, which is at the heart of revelation is this unknowable, undefinable - 

ineffable - entity. God as God alone is at the core. However, what ends up being revealed is 

something different. In the process of being revealed God takes on foms and aspects in 

order to be reved-able. We'll Say more about this when we take a doser look at the fonns 

and medium in which God is pleased to dwell. 

For now, it is important to hang on to the idea that at the heart of revelation is 

Something which is ultimately undefinable and unknowable. "The revelation of God," says 

Tillich in a sermon based on the prophet Isaiah's vision of God (Isaiah 6), "is at the sarne time 

the veiling of God. God can reveal God's self only by remaining ~eiled."'~' It takes rnystical 

discipline to allow God to remain veiled. After dl ,  this is no less than the Ground, the 

Source of al1 that is, being present among us. "1 choose to let the mystery be,"Ia6 sings the 

"'Paul Tillich, Dynamics of Faith (Harper & Row: New York, 1957), p. 60. 

'"Joseph Campbell, The Power of mth (Doubieday: New York, 1 988), p. 209. 

"'~aul Tillich, The Shuking of the Foundutions (Charles Scribner's Sons: New York, 1948), p. 89. 

'861ris Dement (music and lyrics), "Let the Mystery Be," on the CD Infamous Angel (Warner Bros., 
1992) 



folk singer Iris Dement. Staying with the Unknown is an essential first step in opening 

ourselves up to that which is at the heart of revelation. "The ineffable - one in whom we live 

and move and have our being - is beyond all," says Jesus Seminar scholar Marcus Borg. 

"And yet the ineffable, the sacred, is real and present."'" 

How revelation happens 

At the heart of revelation is Mystery and Othemess, an Infinite, Holy, Transcendent 

source. Revelation itself is the action of that Mystery to enter human existence. Mircea 

Eliade says that in revelation there is "the manifestation of something of a wholly different 

order. a reaiity that does not belong to Our world, in objects that are an integral part of our 

nanird 'profane' w ~ r l d . " ' ~ ~  It is in the divine's entrance into our world that revelation 

becomes problematic; for, there is no thing, text. or person that can contain transcendence 

and othemess fully. "That which is the true ultimate transcends the realm of finite reality 

infinitely," says Paul Tillich. "Therefore, no finite redity can express it directly and 

p r ~ ~ e r l ~ . ' ' ' ~ ~  In other words, the divine, the infinite cm never be revealed fully or completely 

in the mortal and finite. Whenever and however God is manifest it is always a partial, limited 

revelation because of the finiteness of this world in which God finds expression. 

'"Marcus Borg, The God We Never Knew: Beyond dogmatic religion to a more authentic 
contemporary faith (HarperCollins Publishers, New York, 1998), p. 49. 

"'Eliade, p. i l .  

'8TPTillich, DyMmics of Fuith, p.44. Tillich allows for one exception to this view that the finite c m  
never completely reveal the infmite. In several places (his sermons and his Systematic Theology) he says that 
the fully human person Jesus is a complete revelation of God. This is beyond the bouncis of this thesis, but I do 
not agree that there can be any exceptions. 



But, revelation, we have confessed happas  nevertheless. How does it happen? How 

does revelation work? How does the transcendent become immanent? 

There are two ways of viewing this activity. One as a supranatural invasion of our 

world; the other as a veiled presence, hidden, but no less real. Paul Tillich makes the 

dist inctinn between God hroa.5,v el .a r h ~ ~ ~ g h  rd into material rcality or God ~/idi ia~. i i ig diai rediiy . 

A revelation that is ~hattering'~" is a mechanical act of divine dictation or is a supranatural 

interference in naturai life. It is as if something had "fallen into the human situation like 

strange bodies fiom a strange ~ o r l d . " ' ~ '  As such it d e s ~ o y s  or interferes with naturai or 

rational processes and ways of being. This description of a shattering revelation matches the 

traditional descriptions of biblical inspiration and revelation. For exarnple, the scholarj who 

worked on the New International Version of the Bible speak of God's "supenntending 

infl~ence"'~' in the writing of the Bible. The Catholic Church during Vatican II said that the 

Bible contains "the mith that God wished to have vnitten d o ~ n . " ' ~ ~  This is a shattenng f o m  

of divine revealing because it suggests that God actively overrides human and natural order in 

the making of the Bible. It seems to say that God determined the contents of the Bible, 

thereby shattering the will and creativity of the human writers. Tillich does not believe that 

God operates in such a way. 

Tillich uses the term break through"' to describe how revelation works. It implies 

'Vau1 Tillich, W h a  is Religion? (Harper & Row: San Francisco, 1969), p. 108. 

'g'Tillich, Systematic Theohgy, Vol. I, p. 64. 

'n4'~ntroduction to Genesis," The MY Sm@ Bible (Zondervan Bible Publishen: Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 1985), p. 3. 

'%..ticle 1 1 o f  the constitution on revelation, Vatican II. As quoted by Ham Kung in Theoiugy for the 
Third Miiiennium: An Ecumenical View (Doubleday, New York, 1988), p. 54,55. 

'Til l ich,  Whor is Religion?, p. 105 



that divinity must make its way into our reality, must break through into Our existence. As 

such- revelations can be "astonishing, unusual. shaking and transforming," but Tillich insists 

that they do so "without contradicting the rational structure of reality."'9' As such God is 

non-invasive in God's revealing activity. The object or person in which the divine becomes 

mmiRst :ct;il;ns i:s intcgritj v s h i k  experiensing die présence o l  somehing beyond irseif. 

T h e  manifestation of the mystery of being," says Tillich, "does not destroy the structure of 

being in which it becomes rnanife~t." '~~ 

Further, not only does divinity honour the integrity of that in which it becomes 

manifest, divinity actually becomes part of that in which it becomes manifest. "The 

encounter of hurnans with uitimate reality,"says Tillich, "in its essence is not an encounter 

beside other encounten. It is ivithin the others ... For this is how one experiences the holy, 

through secular str~ctures."'~' What this means is that God is never manifest purely as God. 

Rather God is manifest in a sunset, in a person, in a text. God cannot be found separate fiom 

our reality. 

Tillich descnbes this relationship as correlation: a correspondence, a relationship, 

between the divine and that which gives the divine a f ~ r m . ' ~ '  "Nobody c m  see God," says 

Tillich, "but we can see God 'with and thro~gh'."'~ It is like seeing the mysterious powers 

of beauty, tmth and goodness, says Tillich. "We cannot see them as such, we can see them 

"'Tillich, Systemaiic Theology, Vol. I, p.114, 116, 117. 

''blbid., p. 1 15. 

'"~aul  Tillich, M y  Search for Absobes (Simon & Schuster, 1967), p. 127, 13 1. 

lerTillich, Systematic Theology, Vol. 1, p.60ff. 

'Til l ich,  The New Being, p. 13 1. 



only in things and events."'" God is not ever purely visible as God, God c m  only be 

detected within and through finite, material forms. 

A divine break through into a sunset still leaves us with a sunset. We see the sunset, 

not God. A text which has experienced a divine break through is still a text; God's presence 

does nû! + d s  w a y  h m  t ! e  tcx:'s natwc or Imctioii. God Uûes i?ot override ûle ~ext-m&m 

by superintending their work and ensuring the content is divinely correct. Scriptural writers 

and editors do their craft with no supranatural interference. Revelation happens in such a 

way that the poetic and storytelling ways and forms remain intact while allowing the break 

through of that which is Beyond. Tillich says this extra dimension is "the 'sound' and 'voice' 

of the divine mystery (heard) in and through the sound and voice of human expression and 

denotati~n."'~' 

The Bible itself is an example of this, especially when seen through the cntical lenses 

of the biblical scholarship of the last 200 years. The Bible has been shown to be a hurnanly 

constructed text. It is a hurnan cultural product. And yet something in it continues to inspire 

millions who can Say that it speaks a "word fiom the Lord" despite its al1 too human creation 

and textual features. In the revelation process. the Bible itself retained its textual and 

humanly constructed integrity. God did not direct its writing, and yet something of God 

shines through its pages. 

This is what non-shattering revelation is like. There is the reality of a breaking 

through of divinity, and yet the text re t ins  its integrity, al1 the while becorning something 

2"%llich, The New Being, p. 130. 

m'Tillich, Systemotic Theoiogy. Vol. I, p. 124. 



more than it is. Revelation understood this way allows both the divine and that in which the 

divine is pleased to dwell to keep their integrity. Mystery c m  remain Mystery, a text can 

rernain a text. And yet in the act of revelation, both are transformed. The text becomes more 

than it is; Mystery takes on the nature of that text, emitting "signals of t rans~endence"~~~ 

thrnugh the t e W  "secu!lr r ~ ~ c t i r e s . " ~ ~ ~  

The view of revelation defined here obviously breaks from traditional views which 

sees Scriptural revelation being much more direct and obvious. But despite the less than 

certain, mysterious route promoted here, at a fundamental Ievel, we still have the Spirit 

breaking through and transforming a text. We have explored two dimensions of revelation to 

make this case: 1) At the heart of revelation is Mystery. 2) Revelation is a breaking through 

of Mystery into texts in such a way that the texts are lefi intact, at the same time that Mystery 

shines through and within the textual structures themselves. Paul Tillich adrnits that 

revelation is not an easy rnatter to nail down. 

"Nobody cm make it easier for us by giving us the direction in which to listen 
(for the divine). No fixed place can be named, either in our religious tradition 
or in our cultural creations, or in the depth of our soui. But for this very 
reason, no place is excluded fiom cornrnunicating to us a word Born the Lord. 
It is always present and tries always to be perceived by us. It is like the air, 
sunounding us, omnipresent, trying to enter every empty space ... It is there, it 

"'Peter Berger, Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Sociological Theory ofReligi4n (Anchor 
Books/Doubleday: New York, I967), p. 185. 

203Paul Tillich, A@ Seurchjor Absoiutes. p. 13 1. 



tries to corne to you. Keep open for it."IM 

It is through this rnysterious process. combined with the workings of metaphor, myth 

and midrash, that Scripture cornes into being. The fact that the activity of revelation does not 

shatter the textual form, allows roorn for the other t h e  elements to do their work. If 

reveiation was a more invajiie, ovawiieimiiig proces, mstaphor, rnyh and nilidrasli wsuiil 

not be significant players in the making of Scripture. Thus, revelation, as we have defined it, 

is an equal and compatible partner to the other three base elements. 

"Paul Tillich, The New Being (Charles Scribner's Sons: New York, 19563, p. 123-124. 



Intermission 

Moving from defining the theory to applying the theory 

We have compieted riie first major tasic of this thesis - rlesii out the theory that the 

base elements of Scripture are metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation. As we have explored 

each element in depth, we have discovered that each of the elements contains characteristics 

which make h e m  uniquely qualified to be part of Scriptural texts. Each element has a role to 

play to transform a text from being merely "ordinary" to being unique and set apart from 

other human texts; to, in fact, become Scripture. We have also caught glirnpses of how the 

four work in tandem to make a text (or collection of texts) to be Scripture. It is the coming 

together of these elements that makes Scripture, Scripture. 

No Scnpture is complete if any of the four elements are missing. Scripture cannot do 

without metaphor for how else can ultimate mystery be described. Stones ofgods and 

ancestors and human quests for meaning - myths - form a huge part of any Scripture. 

Midrash, that responding to tradition, is an essential way that Scripnues are formed in the 

fint place. And of course, no Scripture cm do without divine presence. So al1 four elements 

are essentiai basic components of Scripture. 

The identifjing of the four elements now gives us a tool for checking whether a text 

carries essential Scriptural elements. What we have is a Scriptural template, a measuring stick 

with which to test texts to see if they are Scriptural material. 



This then leads to the second major task of this thesis - to apply the theory, the 

measuring stick, to some actuai texts. The choice of those texts is determined by our interest 

in discovering whether popular culture has Scriptural potentiai. Can some representative 

texts fiom popular culture meet this newly identified cnteria for what is Scripture? Do they 

ci'ry h e s e  feu Scriptlxd elements? n i e  pcpula: cr!~ad \ ~ i k  of fiIn-n;akcr Noman 

Jewison and singer-song-witer Sarah McLachlan are the texts which will now be placed 

against the Scriptural template. 



Chapter VII 

Scripture in Popular Culture 
.'the detection and identification of gods in modem ~ i f e . ' ~ ~ '  

The above quote from Robertson Davies puts in simple tems the task we have before 

us in this chapter; we are seeking to note the presence of sacred textuai elements (gods) in 

modem, popular culture. Our quest here is to detect and identiS, the presence of metaphor, 

myth, rnidrash and revelation in popular culture. This is a task we have heard Paul Tillich 

suggest belongs to theologians of culture: to "br-ing into relief, the concrete religious 

expenences embedded in al1 great cultural phen~rnena."'~ This is the task we are taking on 

here, with a specific interest in bringing into relief the concrete Scriptural elements embedded 

in popular culture. Another theologian, Tom Beaudoin, says such a task is not as difficult as 

has been traditionally assumed: "Theo-logic, God-talk, is already loose in the culture."207 

It may corne as a surprise to some that such religious language is "loose" in the 

culture. The stereotypical view is that popular culture is devoid of anything meaningfid, let 

alone that which is of ultimate meaning. But one does not have to dig very deeply to fmd 

"God-talk." Even popular, mainstream media, in its coverage of popular culture, is quick to 

"'Robe~on Davies, The Merry Heurt: Selecrions 1980-1995 ( A  Douglas Gibson Book, McClelland & 
Stewart Inc., Toronto, 1996), p. 95. 

'"%llich, What is Religion? (Harper & Row: San Francisco, 1969), p. 164. 

m7Tom Beaudoin, Virtud Faith: The herreverent Spiritual @est ofGeneration X (Jossey-Bass 
Publishers, San Francisco, 1998), p. 18 1. 



point out the religious meanings and language it Ends there. Before we do our own digging, 

here are some examples from reviews found in the pages of The Edmonton Journal. 

One writer describes as "rousing, spiritual anthems" a compilation of some of the best 

songs of the Irish rock band U2: "The 15 Best Of songs are love Ietters to God ... songs, so 

equally religiously of the Canadian hard rock band Rush, describing them as "hard rock 

mystics with a Tolkien tendency."""' The Star Wars movie saga (now in four parts), with its 

contrasting of The Force and the Dark Side, and its messiah-heroes, can easily be seen as 

religious films. As one writer puts it: "Millions of people not only have been entertained by 

the previous trilogy, but find meaning in the stories, and are looking for more ... There are 

religions, cults and discussion groups built on  les^."^'^ The film, Dogma, declared as 

hereticai by various Catholic organizations, was defended by its director, Kevin Smith, as a 

film which could "bring people back to God." Smith is quoted this way: 

This movie is actually celebrating and maintaining a lot of the tenets of our 
faith ... This is a movie that's working on the church's behalf so instead of 
attacking me, how about patting me on the back for doing the job for them, for 
actually going out and spreading the word of God?"' 

These examples fiom popular media show two things: 1) that God-talk apparently is 

"loose" in what has been considered to be a largely non-religious culture, 2) that these divine 

signals are teing noticed by commentators in the non-religious, rnainstream media. How 

"David Stapies, "Al1 you bleed is love," The Edmonton Journal, November 3, 1998, p.Cl. 

'*James Mwetich, "Rush hour continues with new CD after 29 years in the fast lane," The Edmonton 
Journal, November 15, 1998, p. C3. 

"'Alan Kellogg, "May the Force be kind to you," The Edmonton Journal, May 18,1999, p. C 1 .  

"'Marc Honon, "It's Dogma eat dogma: Some Catholics d e d  by hinny, pmhe and birarre film," The 
Edmonton Journal, September 14, 1 999, p. C 1. 



much more so, ought those with religiously trained eyes be able to detect and identiS the 

'gods' in modem culture. That is what we will do in this chapter; confirm that God-talk is 

indeed camed by popular culhue. Specifically, we will look for God-talk that takes on the 

forms of metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation. If these Scriptural elements cm be found, 

Uien ix âïs un air waj. to Snding Scripîure. 

As was explained in the introduction, we will be examining some specific popular 

cultural texts as representative samples of popular culture at large. The films of Norman 

Jewison and the music of Sarah McLachlan will be scrutinized by our newly constructed 

Scriptural template. Are metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation present in their work? 1s 

there tvidence of these uniquely Scriptural elements in their songs and films? We will begin 

with a search for the most obvious element, metaphor, then move on to myth and midrash. 

We will Save to the last, the element 'voted the least likely to succeed' in popular culture, 

revelation. 

Metaphor in popular culture 

Metaphor, as we have explored it, is first of al1 a figure of speech; it is a using of 

words to intimate or suggest something other than their exact meaning. Writers of story and 

poetry use this figured language. Sarah McLachlan is one such master of this crafi. The titles 

of some of her songs hint at this: Building a Mystery, Fumbling Towards Ecstasy, me Parh 

of Thorns, Fui2 of Grace. One cannot actualiy build a mystery; ecstasy is not normally 

equated with fumbling; and yet the combining of these words works poetically. We know 



that thorns do not a path make; we may know what being filled with grace feels like, but 

grace is not a substance we can identify. We cm sense what these words and their 

combinations mean, even if we cannot rationally explain what they mean. This is a dealing in 

metaphor. 

Nighr, Moonstriick, Fiddler on the Rooj: A fiddler on a roof is hardly a reaiity; being struck 

by the moon is not a factual happening; and heat is not normally a night-time feature, and if it 

is, what kind of heat are we talking about here? Al1 of these titles are metaphors; they invoke 

meanings and images which go beyond their actual, precise meaning. Metaphon force us to 

go deep within the words to understand what they mean. We cannot stay on their surface, 

literal level. Understanding metaphor involves knowing and relating to the language ~ e l l . ? ~ '  

But, in the end, understanding metaphor is not an intellectual exercise but calls on our 

instincts and feelings. We just know what it rneans. "That's what poetry is," says Joseph 

Campbell: 

Poetry is a language that has to be penetrated. Poetry involves a precise 
choice of words that will have implications and suggestions that go past the 
words themselves. Then you experience the radiance, the epiphany. The 
epiphany is the showing through of the essence.*" 

The epiphany in the case of poetry is the a-ha moment, the just knowing what something 

means without having to think about it. 

Let us penetrate the poetic meaning of one of these titles and the poem that it 

"'For example, a young child just learning a language does not understand metaphor because they are 
still at a literal level with the language. One cannot be naive when it cornes to metaphor. 

"'Joseph Campbell, The Power of Myfh (Doubleday: New York, 1988), p. 229. 



descnbes. Sarah McLachlanYs Full  of GroceX4 uses a nurnber of metaphors to try to descnbe 

what being filled with grace could mean. In the Song, winter, cold, and darkness have had 

their toll on a person's sou1 and psyche. From the depths of despair there is a cry for help and 

for a return to wholeness. 

I'rn p u k d  dov.n O;. the mdcrt~qe~ ! 1 ney:=: th~üght 1 codd feel so !ow ! oh 
darkness I feel like letting go / If al1 of the strengdi and al1 of the courage / 
corne and liR me fiom this place 1 1 know I could love you much better than 
this 1 full of grace 1 full of grace 1 my love. 

Being filled with grace is the dream and longing of one who has been brought low. 

The way to grace is that of being lifted up by strength and courage. Notice, how, even in this 

explanation we need to use metaphor - being lifted by strength and courage is not a precise, 

factual description. In the end, it seems, precise, factual language fails us, and the imprecise, 

indirect language of metaphor is al1 we have to describe the way to grace. 

At another level, we have undentood metaphor as a symbolic kind of language. 

According to our dictionary definition, this is a language that is "a visible sign of something 

that is in~isible."~" The Song example above illustrates this: grace and love are invisible, but 

they are made at least somewhat visible through the use of metaphors. 

Sarah McLachlan's Song ~ n ~ e l ' ' ~  is another example of something invisible k ing  

symbolized with words. McLachlan sings here of the madness and resulting tiredness of our 

pursuit for success in life. '7 need some distraction," she sings, "oh beautihl release." The 

answer cornes in a form not given any creedance in our material world. 

"'Words and Music by Sarah McLachlan. From the CD SuTfacing (Neüwerk Productions: 1997). 

"' Webster 's Third New International Dicrionary, 1 976. 

2'6Words and Music by Sarah McLachlan Fmm the CD Swjucing. 



In the arms of an angel 1 fly away from here 1 from this dark cold hotel room / 
and the endlessness that you fear / you are pulled fiom the wreckage 1 of your 
silent reverie / you're in the arms of the angel 1 may you find some cornfort 
there 1 you're in the arms of the angel 1 rnay you find some comfort here. 

This talk of angels is a speaking of things unseen. It is an entering into the reaim of 

the invisible and the gods. It is religious imagery. It is a kind of God-talk. Angels are not 

secular, earthly beings. This is a pointing to another plane of existence, the plane of the gods 

and spiritual beings. And when we go there, we do what McLachlan does, use symbolic 

language and imagery. Flying away and receiving comfort in the arms of an angel is 

symbolic, it is not a concrete or even realistic expectation. It simply does not happen in real 

life. It  is symbolic imagery. 

The poet Dennis Lee says of the use of such religious, symbolic imagery that %ere 

are things that speak to us at the core, but that scarcely exist within the assumptions of 

modem thought."'" Sarah McLachlan does not hesitate to avail henelf of this 'non-modem,' 

religious imagery to address some of our deepest longings. Imagine, being in the arms of an 

angel where we can be drawn out of our helter skelter lives. What a drearn, what a vision (a 

religious one even) can be articulated using the symbolic language of metaphor! 

To take this a step M e r ,  Tom Beaudoin says that when language and imagery is 

used which "evokes the ground, horizon, or 'limits' of out human expenences, the more 

'religious' our interpretation of the image may be."'I8 Even if McLachlan did not intend a 

religious meaning in her Song, the fact that she used well-known religious imagery allows us 

to take her text and interpret it religiously. Religious metaphors (ie. angel) remain religious 

"'Demis Lee, Body Music: Essays (Anansi Press, Toronto, 1998), p. vii. 

2'sBeaudoin, p. 47. 



metaphors whether or not they are intended to be used as such. 

A third way we have described metaphor is as an imaginative language, rather than a 

concrete, intellectual language. The mediums of film and poetic Song fit such an imaginative 

approach. The Swedish filrnmaker Ingrnar Bergman describes his craft just this way: "When 

we expenence a film," he says, 'we consciously prime ourselves for illusion. Putting aside 

will and intellect, we make way for it in our irnaginati~n."~'~ The Canadian novelist 

Robertson Davies says that in works of prose and poetry "we have the world of illusion and 

the word of truth constantly before us.""' Let us dive into this world of illusion and 

imagination as it is expressed by Norman Jewison in his film version of the Andrew Lloyd 

Webber-Andrew Rice musical Jesus Christ Supersta?? 

The scene we will consider is of Jesus (acted by Ted Neeley) in the Garden of 

Gethsemane just prior to his death. The scene includes actual shots of art work through the 

centuries of Jesus on the cross, combined with actual Biblical quotations and contemporary 

language expressed in Song. It is a dark scene shot in a dark garden. Is the darkness (in the 

gospel telling and in this film) a metaphor for the shattenng of a dream and the absence of 

God? "Will no one stay awake with me," Jesus asks of his disciples. And then of God asks 

"if there is a way, take this cup away fiom me, for I don't want to taste its poison." Again a 

use of metaphor; a cup of poison being an ofbused image for those about to be killed. The 

film then has Jesus concede: "God, your will is hard but you hold every card. 1 will drink 

"9Lngmar Bergman is quoted by m u r  Gibson in The Silence of God: Creaiive Respome ro the F i l m  
of Ingmar Bergman (Harper & Row, Publishers, New York, Evanston, London, 1969), p. 10. 

E%obertson Davies, The Merry Hearr, p. 67. 

n ' J ~ ~  Christ Superstar was fihed in 1973 on location in Israel. It was tim shown on stage in 1971. 



your cup of poison, nail me to your cross ... just watch me die, see how 1'11 die." On cue! 23 

paintings are s h o w  in rapid succession; shown are artistic interpretations of a broken, 

bruised, bleeding body on the cross. These images, along with the obvious anguish of the 

character Jesus, engage dimensions of ourselves which are not intellectual or rational. We 

world on the screen. Gordon Matties writes in The Journal of Religion and Film that this is 

what movies do: "movies create an imagined world, they invite us to live inside that world 

for a short tirne, they intensify some aspect of human e~penence."~'  The scene closes with 

Jesus, m s  outstretched, watching the sunrise and singing: ''take me now, before I change my 

mind." Through image, scenery, words and music, the film-maker utilizes the language of 

the imagination, in the process drawing on our imaginations to understand this story. 

This sampling fiom popular culture shows that metaphor is strongly present. Jewison 

and McLachlan utilize this kind of language as they grapple with rneaning and being. In so 

doing, their work is open to meanings beyond what they themselves may even intend. Such 

is the nature of metaphor; it is open ended and free, not bound to precise meanings, not about 

to be controlled. By using such language, says Northrop Frye, popular culture, like literature, 

"creates a world that the spirit c m  live in, the world of the free movement of the 

This is to undentand that metaphor can be a spiritual, religious language. As we have 

presented earlier, it is the kind of language at the heart of Scriptural texts. From our brief 

m -Gordon Matties, "Reiigion and Film: Capturing the Imagination," The Journal of Religion und Film, 
Vo1.2,No.3, 1998 (http://w.unomaha.edu). 

=Northrop Frye, The Double Vision: Language and Meaning in Religion (University of Toronto 
Press, Toronto, 1991), p. 16. 



excursion into the work of Jewison and McLachlan we have sighted evidence of the use of 

this core Scriptural Ianguage. We now continue our explorations to see if the other three 

elements are to be found. 

Even if we can break out of the general perception that myths are about false gods, we 

could be excused if we viewed myths as religious stones pei-taining to the ancient past. They 

have to do with the origins of religions and the world; subject matter that would seem to have 

little to do with our contemporary, secular lives. And so, popular culture would seem to be 

the last place we would look to find mythology. However, when we hear the creator of the 

Star Wars epics, George Lucas, referred to as "our myth-maker" we are forced to take a 

second look. William Fore, who writes on myth in the past and the present says this: "In the 

ancient world, the most powerfid people were the mythmakers. It is the same today, and 

today our most powerfùl mythmakers are the mass media."224 We will now look at the work 

of our two myth-makers, Sarah McLachlan and Norman Jewison. 

We have explained myth first of al1 simply as story. And as story it is a blending of 

fact and fiction, the actual and the made-up. But, we have asserted, this combining of 

imagination and reality does not take away fiom the truth a story may tell. Norman Jewison's 

latest endeavour demonstrates this dual nature of story. The ~urricane" is a film based on 

F. Fore, Mylhrnakers: Gospel, Cuhre and the Media (Friendship Press, N'Y, 1 !WO), p. 3 .  

=The Hurricane was h t  shown in the theatres at the end of 1999. 



the real-life story of a boxer, Rubin "Hurricane" Carter, and his twenty year imprisonment for 

murders he did not commit. The film foiuses on Carter's fight for vindication and on three 

Canadians who pick up his cause and help him finally win his freedom. 

Shortly after it came out, the film was criticized by a lawyer involved in Carter's case 

(in oher  words an actuai living participant in the storyj who accusrd kwison of "çrossing tlir 

line between reasonable embellishrnent and pemicious di~tortion."'~~ The lawyer claimed 

that too much credit was given to the Canadians and not enough to the lawyers like himself 

who represented Carter. Jewison and his producers backed up their film however, in a 

published statement, by listing details of the Canadians' accomplishments and noting that this 

one lawyer was the only objector to what they had done. At the sarne time, Jewison and 

Company do admit that "they wanted to tell even more of the Carter story, but to do this 

properly would have resulted in a movie running as long as six ho~rs."~" Most significant 

for this thesis is their M e r  point that "The Hurricane never set out to be a history lesson, 

instead, it sets out to present a story of hope, fnendship, selflessness and persona1 renewal. 

That is what our movie is about."?28 

It is interesting to observe that Jewison and his colleagues admitted that their film is 

about more than historical facts. It is about broader tmths and deeper meanings like hope and 

selflessness. At least one media reviewer also took such an approach in his review of The 

Hurricane: "What this film is, then, is a rich and layered dory, a contemplation of crime, 

"'Jarnie Portman, writer for Southam newspapers in LosAngeles, "Jewison fights back at charges," The 
Edmonton Journal, Febniary 2,2000, p.Cl. 

"Ibid. 

=Ibid. 



punishment and survival ... It's a story of hate and hope, justice and injustice and, finally, 

redemption through love and ~ommitrnent.""~ This reviewer had little interest in whether 

this was an exact replica of real life; what he commented on was the story he encountered on 

the screen. And what he encountered was not just a story about a boxer wongfully 

imprisoned, but a s loq  aboui crime and punisiment. hale iuicl iiopt, hvr: and comniitmeni, 

etc. 

It is when movies can engender such responses that they begin to move into the redm 

of myth making. As we argued in chapter 4, myth is a delving into deeper matten than we 

meet on the surface. Joseph Campbell describes myths as "the world's dreams. They are 

archetypal dreams and deal with great human problems."'30 The Hurricane is just such a 

dream. On the surface (factually and historically) it was about the fight to correct Rubin 

Carter's wrongfil imprisonment, but as we have seen it was about much more than that. 

Where the film delved into deeper rnatters, we encountered story and myth. Does The 

Hurricane also meet the qualifications of our second dimension of myth, that is, myth as 

specifically religious kinds of stories? 

We have described myth as religious stories; as stones first of al1 about the activities 

and quests of the gods and the ancestors, and secondly, as stories that deal with the human 

stmggle for meaning and human encountering of mystery. Mircea Eliade, writing in the 

middle of the 20' century, speaks pnmarîly of the first kind of myth in his description of 

what he sees being played on the screen: "The cinema, that 'dream factory,' takes over and 

%arc Horton, "Denzei delivers a knockout," The Edmonton Journal, January 14,2000, p. E2. 

230Campbell, p. 15. 



employs countless mythical motifs - the fight between hero and monster. initiatory combats 

and ordeals, paradigrnatic figures and images (the maiden, the hero, the paradisal landscape, 

hell, and so on).""' Eliade3 description could be applied quite easily to a movie series like 

Star Wars, where good and evil, light and darkness! heroes, monsters, and cosmic battles 

abound. Sucii imageq is ~iot Cie p m  iew of serious ilranias Mie The I l ~ ~ * ~ . i ~ d i i d .  Befare ive 

look at the kind of religious myth told by The Hurricane though, let us stay with these more 

spectacular mythic images. 

Sarah McLachlan is a Song writer who employs these kinds of mythical motifs. Ln 

her Song Building a ~ ~ s t e r ~ , , ' ~ '  McLachlan dips into a number of mythologies, including 

some which are "from a faith that died before Jesus came." "You corne out at night 1 that's 

when the energy cornes 1 and the dark side's light / and the vampires roam." McLachlan also 

refers to "voodoo dolls ... rasta Wear ... ghosts in the halls ... (and) a prayer from your secret 

god." These are references to a variety of gods and ancestors, past and present; they are 

images drawn from existing or old myths. To a modem, western, Christian mind they are 

stereotypical "false" mythologies. The Song ends up being a comment on the mystery 

underlying these and al1 mythologies. In the chorus McLachlan repeats the theme of mystery. 

"Cause you're working 1 building a mystery 1 holding on and holding it in 1 yeah you're 

working / building a mystery / and choosing so carefully." This hints at the spiritual 

disceming that is required when one builds 1 constructs a rnythology out of mystery. True to 

poetic form, the meaning of parts of this Song is open-ended. McLachlan too, would appear 

a' Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and The Profane: The Nature of Religion (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers, San Diego, NewYork, London, 1959), p. 205. 

UtWords and Music by Sarah McLach1a.n. From the C D  Sufucing. 



to be building a rnystery and is allowing room for broad interpretation. But there is no 

mistaking her use of mythical characters and motifs in this Song. 

McLachlan also makes use of mythology in the narne she gave to the travelling 

wornen's music festival she founded. Lilith Fair is named after a mythical character in 

Jewkh :it~i-ot-ùrs.~' L i k  m m j  mjdîu:iial beings, Lilith Li= seïerâl iiicmations. The o ~ c  

used by McLachlan is derived from post-biblical Jewish literature. The story is told of Lilith 

being the first woman created by God as Adam's wife. Like Adam she was made out of the 

earth, instead of out of Adam's rib. This equality created problems between the pair 

however, and Lilith lefl the Garden of Eden afier refusing to be submissive to Adam. Other 

incarnations of Lilith, some much older, picture Lilith as a demon who killed babies shortiy 

after birth. There is one biblical reference, an obscure passage in Isaiah which has Lilith 

banished to a land devoid of life: "From generation to generation it shall lie waste; no one 

shall ever pas through it forever and ever ... It shall be the haunt of jackals (and) goat- 

demons ... there too Lilith shail rep~se."~'" 

McLachlan's use of the narne Lilith grew out of attempts in some feminist circles to 

reclairn Lilith as a symbol of equality, independence and womanhood. McLachlan invited 

only women performers to join Lilith Fair. It was her intent to make the point that women 

could star in their own show and not need male counterparts to be successful. The Fair was 

aiso an expression of fernale solidarity. The popularity of the Fair (2.5 million people 

233Details on this myth came 6om a number of sources, including Microsofr Encarta Encyclopedia 98 
on CD-ROM. As well as  from Lilith Fair brochures and newspaper articles, which 1 recaIl fiom memory not 
6-om actud notation. 



attended the concerts in cities throughout North America) was a vindication for McLachlan 

and her fellow performers. 

Lilith Fair also ended up being a reviving of the Lilith myth; Lilith was brought back 

from obscurity through a popular musical cultural event. Joseph Campbell makes the 

interesting observation ùiar keeping myrii aiive is preçioely tiie roie of artistiç endaavours. 

"Myths are so intimately bound to the culture, time and place that unless the symbols, the 

metaphors, are kept alive by constant recreation through the arts, the life just slips away from 

them."3s We will consider this again when we look at midrash in popular culture. 

A serious drama like The Hurricane is not a myth of this type. It does not have divine- 

like super heroes or redeemers, there are no gods or ancestors, no cosmic battles, no paradise, 

no vampires, no demons, no original humans, etc. It is a hurnan story, with hurnan 

characters. It is comparable to the biblical stones of Joseph as well as Esther. It fits our 

second category of myth; a religious story detailing the human struggle for meaning and life. 

A contributor to The Journal of Religion and Film suggests that "in evaluating a popular film 

we should look at the ways in which it may provide ... a mythology which can provide the 

bais  for meaningfil life and action - in spite of, or even (like religion?) perhaps because of, 

its illusionism and i d e a i i ~ m . " ~ ~  The combination of the illusive character of story with a 

quest for meaningfui life gives us a story like The Hurricane. Here are some descriptions of 

what that movie was about using the language of myth. 

The centrai piayer in this myth, Rubin Carter himself, pointed to the film's broader, 

YsCampbell, p. 59. 

"John Lyden, "To Commend or to Critique: The Question of Religion and Film Studies." The Journal 
of Religion and Film Vd 1, No. 2, 1997, @ftp://www.unomaha.edu). 



mythic themes during a presentation at the Golden Globe Awards in January 2000. 

"Norman," he told Jewison, *Tour direction captures the very essence of humanity, the ability 

to grow beyond our feeble preoccupations and go beyond our weak and selfish selves.""' 

The actor who played the role of Carter, Denzel Washington. also used mythc language to 

descnbe the film and the penon it was about. He saici the biiowing upon rrçèiviny fie 

Golden Globe award for Best Actor: "God is love," he said, and then putting his arm around 

Carter said, Yhis man is love.""' Norman Jewison and the producers of the film, in a 

newspaper article, speak of the film's "noble themes - the celebration of the human spirit and 

the triumph of love over hate.""9 Each of these descriptions camies mythic code words: the 

human spirit, the very essence of hurnanity. God is love, triurnph of love over hate. Al1 of 

these code words are enacted in mythic stories. Let us take a look at some scenes and 

dialogues from the film to flesh out these code words. 

When Carter is first sent to prison he is sent to "the hole" for an extended time for his 

refusa1 to demean himself by wearing prison clothing. The hole is a prison term for solitary 

confinement in a dark small cell. In the hole there is no light, it is impossible to stand up 

stmight, food and water are passed to the prisoner through a slot in the door, there is no 

ninning water to bathe or clean oneself. It is a visual? enacted pictue of what hell might be 

like. Carter almost goes mad in this living hell. 

Later on in his prison term he tells a young man, one of those working to set hirn free, 

*'~ssociated Press article, "Gusts of praise fiom the real Hurricane Carter," The Edmonton Journal, 
January 24,2000, p. B6. 

='Frorn my own notes taken whik watching the GoIden Globe A w d s  on television. 

ng~amie Portman, "Jewison fights back at charges," The Edmonton Journal, February 2,2000, p. C 1 . 



that "hate put me in here, love is going to bust me out." That young man's narne is Lesra, 

short for Lazarus. Carter makes the connection to the biblical character Lazms whom Jesus 

raised fiom the dead. Carter quotes the Bible saying: "a son has been risen fiom the dead." 

The reference to the Biblical rnyth is unrnistakable. It is an analogy to Carter's own rising 

tiom the depths of death. A Song wnicn conciudes Ihz film is mollier borro~ing f r o n  

Christian mythoiogy: "Amazing now I'm fiee" is Sung in a black gospel style. It hearkens to 

the well-known hymn: "Amazing Grace / how sweet the sound / that saved a wretch like me 1 

I once was lost but now I'm found ...." For Carter, who once was bound but now is free, 

redemption is a real life experience. 

Film reviewer, Marc Horton? correctly identified that this is a rnovie about 

"redemption through love and cornmitment." Again, more mythic code words. From the 

depths of "hell" to fieedom and the promise of wholeness again, that is redemption. Since 

redemption is at the heart of many world religions and is demonstrated in m y h c  stones, a 

film about redemption is a mythic and religious film. The Catholic sociologist of religion and 

culture, Andrew Greeley, takes a broad approach to religious imagery, saying that it is not 

restricted to literal God-talk, but includes al1 those symbols people use to explain life and 

death? 

What is interesting is the myth that is not incorporated in the telling of this story. 

There is not a miracle worker or super hero who cornes in fiom outside (a white knight on a 

hoae or a divine figure on a cross) to solve the problems and bring redemption. Such a myth 

240Andrew M. Greeley, "Images of God in the Movies," The Journal of Religion and Film Vol. 1, No. 1, 
1997 (httpY/w.unornaha.edu). 



is told in films such as Star Wars and the western, Shane. In The Hurricane, redemption is 

enacted by those involved in this human dilemma; we see humans, with human strengths and 

weaknesses, working together to bring redemption. This is a consistent theme for Norman 

Jewison. In three other films he directed, In the Heat of the Night, A Soldier 's Story, and 

.Ignes Of God :ve are alsc conffifronted uith a w o n g  dûiiig (a nudcr iii cach case) aid the 

quest to undo or solve that wrcng. The lead players in those &mas are challenged to 

confiont their own short-comings and biases (racism and religious belief/un-belief) while 

resolving the injustice. There is no help coming fiom outside. This is their problem to work 

out; this is their redemptive task, no one else's. The Hurricane is Jewison's best telling of this 

redemptive myth. The rebirth and renewal is more pronounced and more complete than in 

his other works. 

And so we have culled some examples of the presence of myth in popular culture. 

Wendy Doniger 07Flaherty says it well: 'reports of the death of mythology have been greatiy 

exaggerated ... we have seen it in films, in children's books, and in al1 sorts of unexpected 

places.'"4' We have seen it in the works of Jewison and McLachlan as well. They utilize 

motifs and themes that are clearly drawn fiom the world of myth - gods and anceston, 

human quests for meaning. This means they are using a f o m  of story and images, that we 

have asserted is unique to Scripnire. Myth-talk is a necessary ingredient of Scriptural texts. 

The existence of this Scriptural element in popular culture moves us one more step closer to 

seeing that popular songs and film can be Scripture. From myth we now tum to a search for 

"'Wendy Doniger O'Flahern, Other People 's Myrhs (Macmillan Publishing Company, New York, 
1988), p. 135. 



midrash in film and Song. 

Midrash in popular culture 

We have defined midrash as pnrnariiy being a responaing IO? a borrowing fiorn, and 

an arguing with religious traditions. This means, that in order to know if midrash is occming 

one needs to know the images, symbols, doctrines, moral codes and texts of the religious 

traditions one could corne into contact with. With the Bible one needs to be farniliar with 

Hebrew and Christian texts, etc, as well as with the broader Ancient Near Eastern religions. 

With popular culture today, we are potentially faced with references to Eastern and Western 

religions, as well as to aboriginal and older goddess mythologies. Tom Beaudoin says that 

"pop culture borrows ftom various (even contradictory) religious  perspective^."^^^ We need 

to be aware of this plurdistic potential. However, what we will discover as we delve into our 

popular cultural exarnples is that the Judeo-Christian traditions continue to be dominant 

referents. The Bible, with its attendant images, symbols and language, is refemed to much 

more fiequently in the West's popular culture than any other religious texts or systems. 

Generally speaking, Christianity is still the West's religious tradition; so, it is the existence of 

midrash as it is directed at "our" tradition in which we are most interested. 

What we are looking for then, primarily, is evidence, in popular culture, of midrash 

as it is directed at the dominant religious tradition of our time and culture. Midrash can be a 

simple playing with the images and language of religious tradition@), or it can take on entire 



mythologies . This play can be both intentional and unintentional, a playing on the surface or 

a deep scrutiny of tradition. We will begin with the simpler examples and then move into the 

more cornplex. 

Sarah McLachlan has a love Song which appears to be a play off the biblical love 

Song, Song oj'Soiomon/Song of'Songs. *Tour iove is 'Petter han wine""" says h: bibiicai 

lover. "Your love is better than ice cream ... Your love is better than ch~co la te" '~  sings 

McLachlan. 1s it an intentional midrash on McLachlan's part? Studying her music closely, 

one cm assume that she knows biblical traditions and may well have intentionally played 

with this biblical text. But even if it was not intentional on her part, the Bible is deeply 

ingrained in o u  culture (as many have noted) and its language and characters can corne out in 

unexpected places and ways. 

Tom Beaudoin believes this is especially tme in popular culture today. He quotes the 

French religious scholar Daniele Hervieu-Leger who notes that religious traditions are 

becoming "symbolic 'toolboxes' on which the men and women of today draw freely, without 

this necessarily meaning that they identify themselves with the cornprehensive view of the 

world ... that historically was part of the language of the traditions ~ o n c e r n e d . " ~ ~ ~  Beaudoin 

says that means that "religious syrnbols (doctrines, beliefs, morals, rituals? sacred texts) are 

increasingly unhinged from the religious traditions to which they belong in 'reality'."216 As a 

consequence, this whole approach to popular culture need not be dependent on the artist's 

'"The Song of Solomon 1 :2. 

'"'Words and Music by Sarah McLachian. Found on the CD Fumbling Towards Ecstasy (Nettwerk 
Productions: Vancouver, 1993). 

"'Beaudoin, p. 148 

*%id. 



intent. If the text itself uses biblical or theological language and imagery, those who take 

notice of such are fiee to point out the presence of such. This unintentional use of religious 

symbols and images is still a playing with religious tradition and casting it in new contexts 

and ways. Beaudoin says al1 religions are encountenng this challenge to their truth claims. 

People (or forms of pop cuirurej wno prokss to h o w  i i t t k  or noiliing about 
the religious may indeed form, inform, or trmsform religious meaning for 
people of faith ... the offensive and yet powerful possibility that truth could 
emerge fiom those least assumed to be in possession of it?' 

A more obvious, intentional playing with tradition occurs in Norman Jewison's film 

~ o o n s t r u c ~ " ,  where we c m  see an unmistakable biblical allusion. Toward the end of the 

movie, one of the characters descnbes his elderly mother's miraculous recovery from illness. 

The breath had almost completely lefi her body, she was as white as snow. 
And then she drew completely back fiom death and stood up and put on her 
clothes and began to cook for everyone in the house, the moumers and me and 
herself. She ate a meal that could choke a pig. 

This is a playing with the gospel story of the healing of Peter's mother-in-law: "... and 

the fever lefi her. Immediately she got up and began to serve tl~ern."'~~ Adele Reinhartz, 

writing in The Journal of Religion and Film, says such imitating of the Bible's stories has 

been going on in film and other art forms for a long time. 

In one sense, Hollywood continues art's age-old preoccupation with the Bible. 
But movies aiso testiS to the ongoing and essential role that the Bible can 
play in describing characters, defining relationships, and conveying meaning 
... The movies attest to the Bible's role in shaping the ways in which we tell 
our stories, rnold our heroes, understand our experience, imagine our future, 

'07Beaudoin, p.34 

'MMoomtnrck was released in 1 987. 

''Tuke 4:39 / Mark t :3 1 1 Maîihew 8: 15. 



and explain ourselves to our~elves."~ 

A deeper, more senous working with biblical tradition occurs in Sarah McLachlan's 

first recording. In the Song titled TrudS1,  she sings of belief and faith, and of being uncertain 

of the way. "We're searching for a message / Or so I thought, but so it seems / The ignorance 

in the myths of ouiers i is easier to recieem." MçLacMan resolvés Lhal seucli by Ih t ing  at 

images and knowledge that are allusions to biblical images and knowledge. 

Somewhere deep inside me 1 1 hold a picture of a time long gone / A time of 
ease and simple pleasures / And days in shadows not so long ... in my mind 
I've seen it al1 1 Sometime soon for al1 to see 1 The walls are slowly breaking 
down / In my mind I've seen it al1 / And someday we'll be fkee. 

These are possibly references to the biblical Garden of Eden and the City of God of 

the future. "God planted a garden ... with every tree pleasant to the sight and good for food ... 

and they were both naked and were not asharned.""' McLachian reworks this as 'the time, 

long gone, of ease and simple pleasures.' "And 1 saw the holy city coming down from God 

out of heaven ... and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall 

there be any more pain: for the former things are passed a~ay ." '~ '  McLachlan rephrases this 

in ternis of 'seeing walls breaking down and d l  being fiee.' 

Adele Reinhartz says these biblical allusions in Song and film are examples of the 

Bible playing a "supporting role" to popular McLachlanYs imagery would not be as 

2M~dele Reinhartz, "Scriptw on the Siiver Screen," The Journal of Religion and Film, Vol 3, No. I ,  
1999 (http://www.unomaha.edu). 

='Words and Music by Sarah McLachlan. Found on the CD Touch (Nettwerk Productions: Vancouver 
1989). 

z2Genesis 2:9,2S. 

z3~evelation 2 1 : 2,4. 

=Reinhartz, ibid. 



powefil if she did not have the existent religious imagery to draw on. For those who know 

and relate to that religious imagry, her Song takes on more sipificance, and even religious 

significance, simply because of its reference to sacred tradition. A Song which uses religious 

imagery takes on some of that religious significance and meaning. 

Popular culture's use of religious imagery gives something back to religious tradition 

in retum. Religious tradition is given a contemporary relevance and up-dating because it is 

used by popular culture. Popular culture plays an 'hp-dating role" for an ancient sacred text. 

In our earlier examination of Lilith Fair and The Hurricane we caught a glimpse of midrash 

as such an up-dating force on some bigger religious symbols. In these cases we saw midrash 

operating as a re-teller and re-presenter of myths for a new time. The Lilith myth had al! but 

died out until it was revived on a mass scale by Sarah McLachlan and her musical colleagues. 

John Navonne refers to this as mythopoesis: retelling and revitalizing the story "in order to 

make its 'hero' relevant to an historical time, place and atm~sphere."'~~ A similar case could 

be made for Norman Jewison's redemption myth without an outside redeemer-hero. He 

retold the redemption myth by having ordinary humans work out their own saivation. He also 

redefined redemption as a freeing of people fiom earthly demons and oppression, rather than 

a redemption focussed on a penon's etemal soul. This is heretical in some quarters, but truth 

for many others, who then needed to have their myth played out for them with characters and 

a story fkom their own time, not fiom the ancient past. 

A question we raised in the chapter on midrash is whether midrash is a respecter of 

tradition. 1s midrash, as it is played out in popuiar culture, a respecter of tradition? The 

Navonne, Towmdr a Theofogy of Stov  (St Paul Publications, Slough, England, 1977), p. 25. 



examples we have culled so far would seem to be fairly mild adaptations or re-presenters of 

tradition. None of them really argues with the traditional point of view or totally reworks the 

imagery in ways not consistent with tradition. So, let us turn to an exarnple that has a harder 

edge in that it issues a direct challenge to the Christian God. 

in a Song titled Dear Gad,"' Sarah McLachian behaves iike a job-ike rabbi, snakng 

her fist and arguing with the Master of the Universe. 

Dear God / Hope you got the letter and / 1 pray you c m  make it better d o m  
here / ... al1 the people that you made in your image 1 See them starving on 
their feet ... See them fighting in the Street ... / 1 can't believe in you. 
Dear God / Don't know if you noticed. but 1 Your name is on a lot of quotes in 
this book / Us crazy hurnans wrote it, you should take a look / And al1 the 
people that you made in your image 1 StiIl believing that junk is true 1 Well 1 
know it ain't, and so do you. 
Dear God 1 1 can't believe in ... / 1 don't believe in ... / 1 won't believe in heaven 
and hell / No saints, no sinners, no devil as well / No pearly gates, no thomy 
crown / You're dways Ietting us humans down / The wars you bring, the 
babes you drown / Those lost at sea and never found / And it's the sarne the 
whole world 'round / The hurt 1 see helps to compound / That Father, Son and 
Holy Ghost / 1s just somebody's unholy hoax 1 And if you're up there you'd 
perceive / That my heart's here upon my sleeve / If there's one thing 1 don? 
believe in ..... / It's you ..... / Dear God. 

This is an unmistakable argument with Christian tradition. The writer has many 

dificulties with some basic Christian beliefs. And yet, the author never denies the existence 

of God. There are things about God that are not to be believed: heaven and hell, a devil, the 

Bible and even God as Trinity. But to the very end, the letter is still addressed to "Dear 

God," and it is still cast as a prayer that things can be made better. The God that is not to be 

believed in is the God of traditional Christian belief. This is strong midrash. h is 2 la century 

"Wrinen by Partridge / Moulding / Gregory (hiblished by EMWirgin Song Inc.), on the CD 
Rarities, B-sides & Other Sr@(Nettwork Productions: Vancouver, 1996). This is one of only a few songs 
recorded by McLachlan that she did not write herself 



midrash in the Job style of arguing with God. Popular culture is a dynarnic site for midrash 

of the dominant religious tradition. 

Many Christian cornmunities would probably reject this as having gone too far. But 

could it fit the understanding of midrash as on-going revelation? Could Sarah McLachlan be 

seen as a conremporary wresrier with God (aia Jacob), strugyiiny wiili ilie iradiiiûnal 

explanations of that with which humans have always westled? From the point of view of a 

minority within Christianity the answer is likely, "Yes;" and from outside Christianity there 

would be an additional chorus of those giving their stamp of approval to this as midrash. 

Norman Jewison's Fiddler on the Roof" is a demonstration, an enactrnent, of 

precisely this tension between tradition and the change-agent midrash. The film is set in a 

small Jewish cornmunity in Czarist Russia at the beginning of the 20th century. The winds of 

change are blowing, both in the greater world and penonally for the main character, Tevye. 

According to Tevye, what keeps him, and his neighboun, anchored is (capital T) tradition: 

"Without Our traditions our lives would be as shaky as a fiddler on the roof." But as the story 

unfolds it becomes clear that the tradition can cope with some change d e r  d l ,  and their lives 

remain as solid as ever. Only near the end is Tevye pushed to a point where he feels he 

cannot give in: "If 1 try to bend that far 1'11 break!" The film portrays well this ongoing 

testing of the Spirit's blowing in each generation's time. Midrash and tradition need each 

other; one to have something to respond to, the other to be continuously renewed for each 

generation. 

Our question of popular cultural texts has been? do they show evidence of carrying 

='Based on a musical, Jewison's Fiddler on the Roof was released in 197 1. 



uniquely Scriptural elements? We have just done a search for the element midrash and found 

that indeed, both Jewison and McLachlan do pnctice rnidrash. The religious tradition both of 

them tend to focus on, or bounce off of, is Judeo-Christianity. Sornetimes they practice 

blatant biblical rnidrash, other times they re-present or outright argue with the broader 

reiigious tradition. Inis rnakes h e m  pan of an onyoiny siream of ptopk Iluoü&<jut the 

generations who respond in various ways to the received tradition. Jewison's and 

McLachlan's texts - their films and music - are definitely carriers of midrash, an element 

essentid to Scnpture. 

These popular cultural texts now have been s h o w  to cany three Scripniral elements - 

metaphor, myth and midrash. Cm they cany the fourth element - revelation? 

Revelation in po pular culture 

The focus of our analysis here is on the revelatory activity o f  the divine in the texts 

of popular culture. We want to look for evidence that revelation (as it has been defined here) 

is at work in the texts of Norman Jewison and Sarah McLachlan. Do their texts show 

evidence of this kind of revelatory activity? 

In our chapter on revelation we highlighted two dimensions of revelation: 1) At the 

heart of revelation is God as idthnate mystery and thus can not really be revealed. 

2) Revelation is a process which honours the integrity of that in which God is revealed; a text 

is still a text even while experiencing the indwelling of the Spirit. 

We will look for examples of these dimensions of revelation in our popular texts. In 



the process we may find we have "seen" God in popular culture. If this occurs though it 

would be a bonus; it is not our goal here to End (or see) evidence of divine manifestation in 

popular culhue. Our goal is to see whether revelation, as we've defined it, is at work in 

popular culture. 

At the heart of al1 revelation is an unknowable, undetinable - ineffable - entity. Pure 

scientific evidence, proving the reality of such an entity is not forthcoming, anywhere. The 

Scriptures of the world religions do not have evidence of such an entity. What they do have 

is evidence of that ultimate mystery clothed in cultural, historical, rnaterial forms (ie. the 

Hebrew Yahweh, the Christian Jesus Christ, the Hindu Vishnu). But the core of divinity is 

neither to be revealed nor detected. Popular culture, as a seat of divine manifestation, will 

also not disclose the heart of revelation. However, popular culture does irnitate the world's 

religious texts in showing mystery clothed in particular religious garments. 

For example, Sarah McLachlan sings a wonderfûl rendition of the Prayer of Sr. 

 ranci?'*: "Lord make me an instrument of your peace ...." This is God clothed in a fonn 

recognizable within Christian tradition. In other ways, McLachlan shows her use of Judeo- 

Christian images of God. Evidence of this cornes by looking at the metaphon, myths and 

midrash that she uses in her music: grace, angel, Dear God, courage, love, Lilith, mystery, 

pray, made in your image, etc. The "who" that is revealed in some of Sarah McLachlan's 

music would appear to have its roots in the Judeo-Christian tradition, dressed in ways 

familiar to that tradition. The same can be said of Noman Jewisonts films, especially Jesus 

Christ Superstar and Fiddler on the Roof. 

*'Found on the extended CD version of Su$zcing (Newerk Productions: Vancouver, 1999). 



But there is also evidence in the work of both McLachlan and Jewison of a desire to 

"let the mystery be," to be much Iess defined and more rnystical when it cornes to divine 

mystery. On McLachlan's first recordingZs9 there are two instrumental songs, titled Touch 

and Uphill Buttle, which, in sound and tone, fit this more mystical path. It is as if the words 

have finally eiudeci her anci she breaks inro worci-iess vocaiizations and instrunientaîiun 

which speak of mystery and wonder. 

Norman Jewison's film Agnes ofGodm is another cultural example of this attempt to 

get away fiorn God in particular religious garb. The film pits science and rationality over 

against religion and tradition; one side represented by a psychiatrist, the other by the Mother 

Superior of a Catholic convent. The two spar frequently as they attempt to figure out the 

death of a new bom baby mystenously conceived and bom to a young nun in the convent. 

Religious tradition is often put on the defensive. and at one point the young nun lashes out at 

the psychiatrist: "1 know what you want, you want to take God away.?' The spamng t u s  

into dialogue at times though, and both sides admit doubts and fears. In one dialogue the 

Mother Superior confesses that even she no longer believes that divine interventions c m  

happen anymore: "We're bom, we live, we die. There's no more room for miracles. My dear, 

how 1 miss the miracles." 

And then they are both confionted with a mystery neither can quite fathom. Having 

failed to h d  any definitive proof for how the nun even got pregnant in the fgst place, she is 

"mese two instrumentals are found on the CD titled Touch. The Song "Touch" is written by Sarah 
McLachIan. The Song "Uphill Banle" is written by Sarah McLachlan and Darren PhiIIips. 

%e film Agnes of God is originally a stage play. The fih stars Jane Fonda, Anne Bancroft, and 
Meg Tilly. It carne out in 1985. 



placed under hypnosis, where she fiantically describes what may have happened: "1 hate hirn 

for what he made me go through, 1 hate him?'' she screams. "Who did this to you?" asks the 

psychiatrist. "God," is her stunning answer. "It was God and now 1'11 burn in hell because 1 

hate him." The closing monologue has the psychiatrist adrnitting that answers cannot be 

founci for everytiiing (someining liie bloiiier Superior iiacl pointecl out tu her ~ ~ l i e r j .  Waj tiis 

really a supernaturd invasion of a hurnan Iife, or was it some fie& of nature, or was it 

something hurnanly sinister which both science and religion were unable to penetrate? "1 

don't know the meaning [of this]," says the psychiatrist, "[but] 1 want to believe that she was 

blessed." 

Here is a major motion picture addressing the question of whether divine mystery and 

the sacred can stiiI be part of our post-modern Lives. And in the end, the film does not 

disrniss the possibility that a miracle happened there. But its major strength is that it does not 

allow science or religion to have the final say about what God is like. This film is a strong 

affirmation for allowing divine mystery to simply be. As we have heard Joseph Campbell 

Say: "an intense experience of mystery is what one has to regard as the ultimate religious 

e~penence."~~'  In this film, Norman Jewison portrayed just such an ultimate religious 

experience. It was about mystery, the unexplainable, the unperceivable. 

What these examples show evidence of is an interest in addressing the fundamentally 

mysterious nature of God. And although content about mystery is not proof of the indwelling 

of divine rnystery, McLachlan (in her mystical? instrumental music) and Jewison (in Agnes of 

God) do dernonstrate a willingness to stay with the unknown. This, we have asserted, is an 



important step to opening ourselves up to that which is at the heart of revelation. 

The second aspect of revelation which needs to be applied to popular culture is how 

revelation works. We have argued that the revelation of mystery does not corne about in 

obvious or direct ways. There is no direct audio-video line connecting the heavens with our 

fiinimaker~ and musicians. Revelaiioiï is not a supraneturd eveni *hi& supersedes thc 

hurnan creators. McLachlan and Jewison retain their creative and intellectual freedom, 

niere is no divine superintending influence here, no divine directives. The songs and films 

remain as humanly created expressions. And yet, there is no mistaking that when revelation 

happens 'something' beyond shines through the Song or film. 

Is there evidence in our popular cultural sampling of this kind of indirect, but no less 

dramatic, revelatory activity? The rvidence lies, first of d l ,  in the fact that there is no 

evidence of the opposite; there is no evidence of might be regarded as direct, supranahiral 

influences on the various texts. The songs and films we have looked at do not appear, 

overall, to be especially religious or holy. To adapt Paul Tillich's term, there is no religious 

"shattenng" of the audio-visual form. The films and songs, for the most part, retain their 

'secular' appearance. This is evidence of what Tillich calls the paradoxical character of 

revelation: "it breaks through the immediate fom but it has no form of its o ~ n . " * ~ *  

An example of this cornes fiom a scene in Norman Jewison's film M o o n s t r ~ c ~ ~ ~  

(starring Cher and Nicholas Cage). On the surface there is no evidence of a divine 

breakthrough, but when the scene is over, it leaves a strong revelatory imprint. 

262Tillich, Wh& is Religion?, p.84. 

263Moomt~ck was released in 1987. Cher won the Oscar for best actress that year for her role. 



The story is about Loretta, a woman who is engaged to be married. The engagement is 

not so much about love as about timing and commitrnent to farnily ideals. Shortly afier her 

engagement she meets her fiancé's brother. Romy. Ronny and Loretta fail deeply in love. 

They are passionately attracted to each other. But Loretta wants to remain cornmitted to her 

pians. Siie agrees to a finai àate wiùi Romy ar Uie Opera Fiouse where Uiey watch the 

emotional La Boheme. As they walk back to their Italian neighborhood several hours later, 

Loretta presents her case again for why they should not be together. Here is Ronny's 

passionate response as he holds out his mairned hand to her: 

Loretta, 1 love you, not like they told you love is. And I didn't know this 
either. Love d_on't make things nice, it ruins everything, it breaks your hem, it 
makes things a mess. We aren't here to make things perfect. The snowflakes 
are perfect, the stars are perfect, not us, not us. We are here to min ounelves 
and to break our hearts and love the wrong people and die. 1 mean, the story 
books are bullshit, so corne with me. 

This is the kind of cultural moment which is described by Paul Tillich as culture being 

"substantially, but not intentionally, r e l i g io~s . "~~  In this scene we have a non-religious 

person, giving, what appears on the surface to be, a non-religious speech. But it ends up 

being an incredibly religious moment. His description of love is as religious as is the biblicd 

text on love, 1 Corinthians 13. This moment in film (including his passion and his 

outstretched maimed hand) speaks to the heart of what love (and Iife) ultimately requires of 

us . Tillich describes such a moment weil: "lt remains preoccupied with the world even when 

it speaks of  GO^,"'^' It is evidence of revelation which leaves the medium intact, but in the 

"Tillich, What is Religion? p.59 

%%id., p.77. Tillich puts this concept in more philosophical terms in On the Boundery: An 
Autobiogruphical Sketch (Charles Scribner's Sons: New York, 1966) ''Culture is religious wherever human 
existence is subjected to ultimate questions and thus transcended: and wherever unconditioned meaning becomes 
visible in works that have only conditioned meaning in themselves." p.68 



process has that medium become more than itself. It is when this happens in a popular film 

or Song says a writer in The Joiirnal of Religion and Film that it then can be a "hierophany, a 

manifestation of the sacred in our rnidst ... .(they can then) act as windows to 

transcendence. "'" 
What we have been nying ro do is determine if reveiation? as we have dafinrd il, is al 

work in popular culture. Have we found such evidence? The examples we have cited have 

given us glimpses into the two facets of revelation that we have explored: the recognition of 

the mystery at the heart of revelation and the breaking through of Mystery into texts in such a 

way that the texts are left intact while allowing signals of transcendence to get through. 

While nothing definitive has been proven, we have seen how these dimensions of revelation 

c m  operate in our cultural sarnples. 

This has been an attempt at what Thomas Moore cdls "incamational the~logy."'~' a 

recognizing of the "incarnated divinity that lies, admittedly sometimes hidden, in the 

temporal."26s However, we can still never speak definitively of such revelation. We 

continue to assume that it is the divine's nature to not be revealed apart fiom that in which it 

is present. So, we cm know that God is there, but not distinctly or obviously or definitively. 

What we can Say is that we know where to look and what to watch out for in our quests for 

catching a glimpse of transcendence within our human creations. 

26'Thomas Moore, "Foreward," Spiritud Literacy: Reading the Sacred in Everyday Lijè by F ~ d e r i c  
and Mary Ann Bnissat (Scribner, New York, 1996), p. 1 1. 

2aIbid. 



And so we have completed the applying of our Scriptural theory to popular culture. 

The exarnples we have culled demonstrate that popular culture does carry the four elements 

unique i j  Ssripme. Sarah McLacFJan a;id Nomlm Jcv;isoii arc carrien of mcuiphor, myth, 

midrash and revelation. Their texts show evidence! often obvious, but sometimes "in a 

mirror dimly,"'" of these Scriptural qualities. As representative sarnples of popular culture 

what they indicate is that Scripture, as we have defined it, c m  be found in popular culture. 

The four Scriptural elements are found "out there" in the world of folk/pop/rock music and 

film. 

What we have also demonstrated is that our Scriptural ternplate works as a measuring 

device for searching for the presence of Scripture in any particular text. Applying the 

template to popular culture, we have seen that it is a usehl way to search out and find these 

Scripwal elements. 

Our results do not mean that al1 popular culture is Scripture. To conclude that would 

require scrutinizing a much larger sample of the popular cultural texts in existence. But what 

we can Say is that we have seen that Scriptural elements are to be found in popular culture; 

that popular culture c m  be a bearer of Scnpture. If we are right, this means that those texts 

of popular culture which meet our Scriptural criteria can now be named as sacred 

authoritative texts. They c m  now speak with religious authority and conviction. They should 

now be able to take their place alongside the Scriptural canons of the world. 



Chapter VU1 

Summary, Ramifications & Conclusions 
'zhey are speaking mysteries in the Spirit""' 

This thesis was driven by a need to give sacred authoritative statu to popular, 

contemporary, non-religious texts. In other words, this was about giving Scriptural s ta tu  to 

popuiar culture. Such a quest grew out of two life experiences, the first being a life-long 

interest in Scripture as a source of inspiration and authority, the second being a more recent 

experiencing of divine mystery in the texts of popular culture. These latter experiences 

challenged the stereotypical view that religious meaning can only be found in religious texts. 

In tandem with this, was the challenge, coming from several quarters, aimed at the reigning 

world Scriptures, that the Spirit ought not to be limited to the authoritative canons of the past. 

Al1 of which led to the two questions of this thesis: 1) can we fmd a nompartisan way of 

determinhg what is Scripture? 2) can popular culture meet those Scriptural objectives? 

We were not satisfied to take an approach which simply had us name our own 

Scripture. M a t  we wanted was to find a way of showing that the revelatory texts of today 

are Scriptural material. Robert Wuthnow, in his work on the existence of the sacred in OUI 

everyday lives, says we need to develop tools and perspectives in order to do this. "HaWig 



theoretical tools at our disposal,"he says, "may help us rediscover the ways in which the 

sacred enters into our social existence.""' This led to a cross-discipline academic study and 

finally a theory of what makes Scnpture, Scriptme. 

The theory we have explored, defined and tested here is that Scnpture is made up of 

four Dase eiemenis: metaphor, mydtii, iiiiiirajli, and revelation. The iheoq- L lhat any text or 

collection of texts which carry these elements are deemed to be Scripture. Our intent was to 

identify a general class of sacred authoritative texts which carried these specific inherent 

characteristics. We did not intend to find or name texts to be the Scripture of any specific 

religion. However we do admit our place within the Judeo-Christian world and thus found 

ourselves at times interacting with and responding to the metaphors, myths, midrash and 

revelation of the Hebrew and Christian Scnptures. But our basic task was to explore whether 

texts ca ry  the four base Scriptural elements. 

We then tested the theory on various representative sampies fiorn popular culture. 

We were successful in finding some evidence of the four elements in our samples. This 

allowed us to conclude simply that at least some popular cultural texts do carry the base 

Scriptural elernents defmed here. 

Our goal is that those texts which pass the Scripturai test, individually or as part of a 

collection, can now be classified as Scripture. They can belong to the genre or category of 

texts called Scripture. They are Scnpture because of their inherent characteristics - as 

carriers of metaphor, myth, rnidrash and revelation. This confers on them al1 the "rights and 

n'Robert Wuthnow, Rediscovering the Sacred: Perspectives on Religion in Contemporary Society 
(William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1992), p. 4. 



responsibilities" of Scripture. They are now sacred authontative texts in their own right. 

Ramifications 

'hnnat are the ramifications now Lhat popuiu cuiture wn poteniidiy aciiierz the status 

of Scnpture? What does it mean that sacred authority and credibility can be conferred on 

contemporary revelatory texts? There are three major ramifications coming out of this thesis. 

1) The impact of this will definitely be felt by the reigning S c n p t ~ a l  texts. The Bible and its 

religious cousins now have company; new, popular, non-religious company even. And 

popular culture itself is irnpacted by the very fact that it can have a sacred-religious statu. 

What this means for both cultural and religious texts will be considered. 2)We also need to 

look at the whole process of canonization. Canonization was basically a process where 

choices were made from amongst available sacred, authoritative texts. We now have more 

texts to potentially choose from. And that choosing is an open and continuing process. 3) A 

third outcome of this thesis is that, in the process of trying to identify what Scripnire is at its 

core, we have unveiled a new interpretive tool to be used on Scnpture, any Scripture. One 

could take the four Scriptund elements we have defined here and use them to understand any 

Scriptural text in a new way. Read and interpret a text through the lenses of metaphor, myth, 

midrash and revelation . It is a new humeneutic. 



Making the secular religious 

One of our basic achievements is that we have sacralized aspects of non-religious 

culture. We have identified that gods are present in modem life. *'The religiously revelatory 

power ofcuirure,"'" says Tom Beaudoin, has corne to the fore. X e  cannut but have a more 

religious view of culture. As Frederic and Mary AM Brussat put it, we have become 

"spiritually literate" when it cornes to popular culture, ibbeing able to find sacred meaning" 

tl~ere."~ We have seen the possibilities that exist of meeting divine mystery in culture. In 

popular culture we can meet the hurnan attempts to express what the human encountering of 

transcendence means. If we were at al1 dualistic before, believing that the Spirit is present 

only in sacred texts and not secular, our explorations here should have dispelled such a view. 

We can disagree with Robert Wuthnow's sociological analysis of culture and religion and his 

conclusion that: "Visions of hope and statements about meaning and purpose in life remains 

very much the preserve of religious functi~naries.""~ Such dualism is not possible now: the 

cultural is infused with the religious. 

If we put that in textual terms, we now have a more scriptural view of cultural texts. 

Our cultural texts have been shown to have scriptural qualities. The reverse is also true, we 

have a more cultural view of scripture. The sacred texts of the world religions, the Bible 

included, are more culturally composed and determined than is traditionally understood. 

z'LTorn Beaudoin, Virtuaf Faifh: The Irreverent Spirirual Quest of Generation X ( lossey-Bass 
Publishers, San Francisco, 1998), p. 35. 

"Frederic & Mary Ann Brussat, Spiritual Literacy: Reading the Sacred in Everyday L$e ( Scribner, 
New York, 1 W6),  p. 18. 



Cultural forms and mediurns - the use of metap hor, myth and midrash - play a huge role in 

the composition and make-up of the world's sacred texts. To put it another way. the religious 

texts are more secular - using cultural and textual forms and mediurns - and the secular texts 

are more religious - being able to carry religious rneaning. "The 'sacred' and 'secular' 

. . scriprures are not so ciifkrent, as wt: rnay hi& hem to be, says iiterary B i b i i d  schdar 

Wesley Kon, "the distinction is based less on the nature of the texts than on the interests of 

the differing comrnunities charged with their keep."275 As we have dissected the nature of the 

texts here, we have been able to see how similar the religious and cultural texts are; they are 

both camiers of cultural qualities and bearers of religious meaning. This reality is 

summarized by Paul Tillich this way: "Religion is the substance of culture and culture is the 

form of religion."'76 

Understanding this gives us a simple picture of what Scripture is; it is both a 

religious-cultural text and a cultural-religious iext. That is what the Bible is, that is what 

selections fiom Sarah McLachlan and Norman Jewison are. To put it another way, 

Scriptues, wherever they corne fiorn, are cultural artifacts which carry religious-sacred 

meaning and they are religious-sacred artifacts which carry cultural meaning. This means 

that there is more of an equality between traditionally religious texts and the non-religious 

texts of popular culture. Sacred meaning and authority can now be found in a broader 

spectrum of human text-making. This makes it possible for humans to have more choices 

"SWesIey Kort, Story, T m  and Scripture: Lirerary Inreresrs in Bibficaf Ivarrutive (The Pennsy Ivania 
State University Press, University Park & London, l988), p. xi. 

'"Paul Tillich, On the Boundary: An Rutobiographicd Sketch (Charles Scribnefs Sons: New York, 
1966), p. 69. 



about where they can tum to find authoritative sacred texts. 

Canon 

- 
i he possibiiiry riiar texts other tiian reiigiousiy sancrioneci iexts çouid De Sçripturr 

challenges the closed nature of the worldos religious texts. For Chnstianity there is only one 

Scripture, the Bible. Funher, the Bible is full and complete as it is; no additions or deletions 

will be allowed. The Bible is the sole rule (or canon) of faith, says tradition, it is the 

believer's authoritative guide (or canon) for faith and life. 

This is the language of canon, a process whereby only certain documents and texts 

were identified and named as authontative for a certain community. It is the canonization 

process itself that determines which documents to include in a religion's Scripture. For 

Christianity, thiç meant selecting fiom arnongst the available documents in the first few 

centuries, choosing some over others. It was a process determined by a number of factors: 

popular use by the cornmunities of the time, adherence to orthodoxy as understood by the 

majority of eariy churches and leaders, and suspected linkages to original leaders such as the 

ap~s t l e s . ' ~  This selection process gave us the Bible, it gave us Christianity's Scripture. A 

similar selection (and rejection) process was undergone in the shaping of al1 the world's 

'"A summary of the canonization process cm be found in numerous places. An excellent surnmary of 
canonization and of the scholarship in this field c m  be found in The Formation of the Christian Biblical Canon 
by Lee Martin McDonaId (Abingdon Press, Nashville, 1988). 



Scnptures .'78 

This is a process outside of the documents themselves. Both the rejected and the 

accepted documents were scriptural candidates. For the Hebrew Scriptures, sorne examples of 

'rejected' texts includes: the Maccabees, Judith, Wisdom of Solomon and Psalm 15 1. For the 

Christian Scriptures, some 'rejecteci' texrs inciuàes: the Gospei of Thomas, Ihe Gospel of 

Mary and Dialogue of the Saviour. Al1 of these carry some semblance of the inherent 

characteristics of' Scripture as we have explored here: metaphor, myth, midrash, and 

revelation. This meant that their very nature was Scriptural. Both the rejected and accepted 

documents were equals then as Scriptural texts. What canonization did then was choose fiom 

amongst the available Scriptural texts. And the choosing process had little to do with whether 

they were inherently Scriptural; the choosing process was about other factors such as 

orthodox content and popular approval. Canonization, then, was not a process of determining 

which texts are Scripture and which are not, canonization was a process of selecting from 

amongst available texts, each of which were inherently Scriptural. 

This leads to some hard questions to ask of the Scriptural canons we have today. 

Do we need to continue to abide by the decisions of believers of the past who chose fiom 

amongst available Scriptural texts and canonized only their choices? If so, are we saying that 

their choices were somehow infallible or determinative for al1 time? A church leader, Lee 

McDonald, who writes about the canonization process aims similar questions at the church. 

At what point do we accept the majority opinions of the ancient Church as 

'?3ee S a c d  Texts ofthe Worfd: A Universal Anthoiogy, Edited by Ninian Srnart and Richard D.Hecht 
(The Crossroad Publishing Company: New York, 1988). And FVqys to the Center: An Introduction to World 
Religions, 4"' edilion by Denise L. Cannody and John T. Carmody (Wadsworth Publishing Company: Belmont, 
California, 1993). 



normative for the Church today? ... One must surely ask about the 
appropriateness of tying the Church of the twentieth century to a canon that 
emerged out of the historical circumstances in the second to fifùi centuries 
CE.179 

McDonald's questions from the perspective of a church leader are even more apropos 

for those outside of the church who still seek for authoritative texts by which to Iive. If 

believers of the past could make Scriptural choices, why cannot we today? As we have 

explored here, we too have Scnpture being made today. What is to stop us From canonizing 

our own choices? McDonald suggests that even the church needs to reconsider the finality of 

the choices of the past. "It might be that as a result of this inquiry the Church could feel freer 

to allow other ancient (or modem) voices to inform its understanding of God t ~ d a y . " ' ~ ~  

At the very least? we have put a crack in the armour of a final, closed-for-dl-tirne, 

canon. And we have opened the way for individuals and communities to move toward 

detemining their own canon of Scripture. If the Christian church of the first few centuries 

could canonize, what was for them, contemporary reflections, documents and texts, so c m  

people today and of every generation. The challenge is for individuals and cornrnunities 

today to take on such a task; to dare to name the texts that could rnake up their Scnpture, to 

actually choose from amongst the possibilities. 

This new canonization process is an ongoing necessity. Once we acknowledge that 

Scripnue-making cm occur in every generation, in every culture, then a canonization process 

must also be open-ended. Never again can one generation's choices detemine what is 

'"~cDonald, pp. 33, 169. 

"O~bid., p. 170. While McDonald asks these hard questions, he concedes that he is not in favour of 
rejecting the present biblical canon or of tnily opening up the canon. He almost contradicts his questionhg by 
concluding: "The documents we possess, sufficiently inform the Church of the core of the gospel-the good news 
of God in Christ? 



Scnpnire for al1 succeeding generations. While this does not mean that the Scriptural choices 

of the past are always wong and thus to be rejected. it does mean that each generation's 

encounters with divine mysteq are on an equal footing with the revelations of the past and 

can be considered for inclusion in the ever-evolving canon. 

A new hermeneutic 

Canons and Scriptures do not stand on their own. They need to be read, and reading 

implies interpretation. Even a 'surface' or 'literal' reading implies a choice of the extent to 

which one goes to read a text. Of al1 human texts. Scriptures have probably been dissected 

and interpreted the most. This is in part attributable to their having been created and closed 

in the distant past and thus require creative. and sometimes extensive. interpretations in order 

to make their meaning relevant for each new generation. But even contemporary texts do not 

escape interpretation. ie. book clubs, academic joumals on film, univenity courses on 

literature and popular culture. 

What this thesis provides is yet another way to interpret texts. The base elements of 

Scnpture can be utilized as hermeneutical tools as well. The method involves reading a 

particular text as an arnalgam of metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation. This means 

uncovering the meaning of the words and images f o n d  in a particular text by interpreting 

them as being metaphor, myth, midrash and revelation. The Bible codd be read through this 

interpretive lens, as could popular songs and films. This would result in a different rneaning 

for each text than one would get by using other interpretive tools. 



Work flowing out of thesis 

A nurnber of tasks and inquiries flow out of this thesis. 

Further research could be done to test the theory that Scnpture is made up of the four 

base eiements identifie8 here. Are here d e r  base eiernents'? Are here wen more 

basic elements underneath the four we've identified? 

The Scriptural theory developed here could be tested on existing world Scriptures. 

The Bible and the other religious texts could be searched for evidence of the four 

elements. A comparative study could be done showing what the four elements look 

like in each of the world Scriptures. 

There should also be a determination as to whether the existence of other elements in 

a particular text could negate these four and rule out a text as Scnpture. For example, 

a cmelly violent and pomographic film could c q  metaphor, myth, midrash and 

claim to be revelatory for some; under the theory advanced here, it would qualiQ as a 

Scriptural text. But would the presence of other elements, nameiy pomographic and 

cruel content, negate its Scriptural status? What would this do to the Bible with its 

violent stories and imagery? Such an inquiry needs to be cautious about adding 

morality as a Scriptural base element, but, life-affming criteria might have a place. 

An issue we could not deal with to any extent here is the matter of the 'God' and 

'religion' propagated by popular culture. If divine mystery is clothed in cultural garb, 

how does popular culture dress up divinity? What God is revealed in the texts of 

popular culture? 1s there a religion being developed in popular culture? What is it? 



This thesis grew out of the expenencing (by many) of religious meaning in popular 

culture. We pursued the revelatory nature of the texts themselves. Another study 

could be done of the revelatory experiences of the people. What is the nature of that 

experience? When divine mystery is encountered in popular culture, what is it that 

people expenence.? 

We have seen how this theory of what makes up Scnpture and the possibility that 

Scnpture is present in contemporary, popular culture leads to an opened-up canon. 

This whole matter needs to be addressed more fully by religions around the world. It 

is now alrnost two millenia since the Christian Scripture was formed and closed. The 

Buddhist canon is even older. Will they continue to have relevance for die millenia to 

corne? At what point will their meanings simply need too much interpretation to be 

worthwhile? And yet there is a human longing for a source of truth. Updating and 

opening up the canon is the only long term solution for providing a continuing 

relevant Scriptw for individuals and communities. 

Another interesting question to deal with is the role of Scripture in post-modem life. 

We have assumed here that a sacred, authoritative text continues to be needed. What 

if that is an erroneous assumption? Maybe we do not need authoritative texts 

anymore. In a post-modern world where nothing is concrete, where meaning 

fluctuates from generation to generation, culture to culture, an authoritative text might 

seem unnecessary. So, some questions need to be asked about the place and role of 

Scripture in a post-modern world. 



This thesis has given me permission to believe in the Scriptures of my time. 1 am on 

my way to giving popular cultural texts the sacred authority they deserve so that 1 can in tum 

récéive s w e d  niemifig a id  6 i i cc ih  h m  ~L,cm. 1 haï: needed ~ + e m  :c Uc identifid 3s 

Scripture because 1 am one who still values and needs a guiding, authoritative sacred text. 

Now texts fiom popular culture can take on that title and function for me. 

Now that I have found a theological tool with which to rneasure whether a text is 

Scripnire, 1 can also begin the work of developing my own Scriptural canon. As Bobbi Parish 

points out. 1 can do this on my own or in cornmunity. The canonical process 1 use can be 

informed by the theory that Scripture is made up of metaphor, myth. midrash and revelation. 

1 c m  use this theory as a measunng stick for the texts 1 may want to choose. Having such a 

tool c m  authenticate the choices 1 do make. The work of this thesis sets me on that path. 

Finally, 1 am gratefûl and still a little amazed that the creative wrîters and artists of 

today do engage with the sacred in their work. Perhaps that is something beyond their control 

too, for after all, the Spirit will blow where it will. Whatever the intention, 1 am glad to fmd 

God in popular culture. 1 am glad for those who work with metaphor, myth, midrash and 

revelation. 'They keep heaven open," Say Denise and John Carmody, "so they are deeply 

encouraging. Beating their drums, spinning their tales, they climb the cosmic pillar. Had we 

eyes to see, we might follow them to an ancient beauty, a wonder viable yet.""' 

aiDenise L. Carmody & John T. Camody, W q s  tu the Center: An introduction IO world religions. 4'' 
edition (Wadsworth Publishing Company: Behont, California, 1993), p. 64. 
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Appendix A 

Sarah McLachlan Discography 

Full Length Reieases: 

Mirrorbai/( 1 999) 
Swfacing ( 1 99 7) 
Rarities, B-Sides and Other Stlfi(1996) 
The Freedom Sessions ( 1  994) 
Fum Ming Towards Ecstasy ( 1 993) 
Soiace (1991) 
Touch (1988, 1989) 

Compilations: 

Lilith Fair: A Celebration of Women in Music Volume 3 ( 1  999) 
Lilith Fair: A Celebration of Women in iblusic Volume 2 (1999) 
Lilith Fair: A Celebration of Women in Music ( 1 998) 

There are also a number of limited edition full length releases provided to her own fan 
club titled Murmurs. McLachlan has also released a dozen singles fiom the above albums. 
She also has four video releases, two of which are concert videos, two are compilations of her 
music videos. She is also featured on nurnerous recording Company samplers, a few film and 
TV soundtracks, and guest appearances with other bands. 

Sarah McLachlan's recordings are produced and recorded by Nettwerk Productions, 
Vancouver. 



Appendix B 

Norman Jewison Filrnography 

The Humcane 
Bogus 
Only You 
Other People's Money 
In Country 
Moonstmck 
Agnes of God 
A Soldier's Story 
Best Friends 
... And Justice for Al1 
F.1.S.T. 
Rollerball 
Jesus Christ Superstar 
Fiddler on the Roof 
Gaily, Gaily 
The Thomas Crown Affair 
In the Heat of the Night 
The Russians are Coming, The Russians are Coming 
The Cincinnati Kid 
The Art of Love 
Send Me No Flowers 
The Thrill of It All! 
Forty Pounds of Trouble 

The films listed above are those where Norman Jewison was Director. He was also 
Producer of a half-dozen other films. 




